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Osmonds: up to No.
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OH BOY, Mud
HURT SO GOOD, Susan Cadogan
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EM A COUNTRY

RCA

Warner Bros.
-Amer,sa
HOW LONG-Ate
Captor
BAD TIME .Grand Funk
Columbia
OLD DAYS-Chicago
Capitol
Linda Ron stash
WHEN WILL IRE LOVED
Fender
ABC/ Dot
BEFORE THE NEXT TEARDROP FALLS-Freddy
Capitol
I'M NOT LISA -Jessi Colter
Atlantic
LOVE WONT LET ME WAIT- Maior Harris
MCA
Elton John Bard
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM
Atlantic
CUT THE CAKE-Average WhMe 8 and
AA M
Tenn it le
LOVE WILL KEEP US TOGETHER The Captain
Columbia
SHINING STAR -Earth, Wind & Fire
5p
GET DOWN GET DOWN (Get On TheFloor)- Joe Simon
Atlantic
ONLY WOMEN-Alice Cooper
AL M
ONLY YESTERDAY-Carpenters
Epk
WILDFIRE-Michael Murphey
BAD LUCK (Part l
Philadelphia International
Harold Melvin & lbe Bluenotes
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS (Rock Me)
Doobie Brothers
Warner Bros

2

16

15

-
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9
10
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5
4
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11,
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CBS
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-
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EMI
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Brunswick
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Rak
CBS

Route
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EMI'

LASTFAREWELL
Roger Whittaker
RCA
I DON'T LIKE TO SLEEP ALONE
Paul Anlu
United Artists
I'LL PLAY FOR SOUP-tear the Band)
Seals b Crofts
Warner Bros
1W ANNA DANCE WIT CHOO(Doo Dal Danced
Disco Ter
The Sea0.Le an
Chelsea
39 REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD YOU TO FORGET-Tavares
Capitol
29 SHAKE GROUND-Twopobona
Gordy
ATTITUDE LANCING
31
Carly Smon
Elektra
17 JACKIE BLUE-Ozark Mountain Deedev,ls
AL M
33 THE WAY WE WERE/TRY TO
REMEMBER-Gladys Knight The Plps
Buddah
18
SHOESHINE BOY -Eddtekendncks
Tamla
34 MISTY Ray Stevens
Bslraby
Van McCoy & The Soul CKy Symphony
35 THE HUSTLE
vos
39 BABY THAT'S BACKATCHA- Smokey Robinson
am
38
JUDY MAE-Boomer Castleman
ums
LISTEN TO WHAT THE MAN SAID-Wins
Cannot
36 GOOD LOVIN' GONE BAD.- Bad Company
Swan Song
42 DYNDSITE
Batuk.
A6
HEY YOU- Bad,nun -Turner Overdrive
Mercury
43 LIME AND THE RAI NM AN
Tanya Tucker
44 T -R -O -U - B - L{
Elvis Presley
RCA
45 WHY CANT WE eE FRIENDS?- War
Untied Artists
IA HIJACK-Herb* Mann
Atlanoc
16 HE DON'T LOYE YOU (Like
I Love Y oul
Tony ORALANDOI Dawn
EIM6a
50 SWEARIN TO GOD-Frank. Valli
Private Stock
46 GIVE THE PEOPLE WHAT THEY WHIT
()Taws
Philadelphia mternawnal
I'M ON FIRE- Der $ThtTolley Band
Shelter
ME AND MRS JONES-Ron Bankal The Dramatw
ABC
WHAT CAN I DO FOR YOU -LaBelle
Epic
I'M NOT IN LOVE
cc.
Mercury
MIDNIGHT BLUE-Melissa Manchester
Arista
9

-

- -

-

-

--

-10

DJ M
Bell

THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, 10cc
WARRIOR ON THE EDGE OF TIME, Hawkwind
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
FOX, Fox
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU, Barry White
THE MYTHS'AND LEGENDS,OF KING ARTHUR
Rick Wakeman and The English Rock Ensemble

Vertigo
Epic
Philadelphia
Elektra
Decca

ABM
Virgin
Bell

Mercury
United Artists
DJ M
GTO
20th Century

A&M

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS, Simon and Garfunkel CBS
Swan Song
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin
Threshold
BLUE JAYS, Justin Hayward and John Lodge
Artists
United
Bassey
THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM, Shirley
tra
THE BEST OF BREAD, Bread
Bros
WarnerElek
STAMPEDE, Doobie Brothers
Capitol
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, Glen Campbell
Virgin
RUBYCON, Tangerine Dream
RCA
MEMORIES ARE MADE OF HITS, Perry Como
Apple
ROCK 'N' ROLL, John Lennon
Decca
Humperdinck
HITS,
Englebert
HIS GREATEST
Island
STRAIGHT SHOOTER, Bad Company
Buddah
I FEEL A SONG, Gladys Knight & the Pips
Harvest
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON, Pink Floyd
Red Seal
SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING, Tomita
London
AL GREEN GREATEST HITS, Al Green
LIVE, Tony Christie'
TONY CHRISTIE
Vertigo
TOMORROW BELONGS TO ME, Alex Harvey Band
Apple
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney &Wings
Vertigo
ON THE LEVEL, Status Quo
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER Simon & Garfunkel
CBS
IAN HUNTER, Ian Hunter
CBS
AND LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como
GREATEST HITS OF 10cc, 10cc
Mercury
HIS 12 GREATEST HITS, Neil Diamond
MCA
CAN'T GET ENOUGH, Barry White
20th Century
I'M COMING HOME, Johnny Mathis
CBS
'BLOOD ON THE TRACKS, Bob Dylan
CBS
THE SNOW GOOSE, Camel
Dacca
KATY LIED, Steely Dan
ABC
AVERAGE WHITE BAND, Average White Band
Atlantic
FOREVER AND EVER, Demis Roussos
Philips
TELLY, Telly Savalas
MCA

-
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I

Supplied by British Market Research

/ Music Week-

US chart supplied by Billboard

V.J
TOP50 auxins
1

3
4
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7
8

ONCE YOU GET STARTED Rufus ABC

-

MISSING SINGLES
For chart compilers, the list-below gives the positions
of records week ending May 31 which have since
dropped out of the charts
28 WE'LL FIND OUR DAY, Stephanie De Sykes,
Bradley's.
47 THE TEARS CRIED. Glitter Band, Bell.
50 WHERE IS THE LOVE, Betty Wright, RCA.

4

3

9

16

Gilbert O'Sullivan

7

10
14

IS

MY WHITE BICYCLE Nazareth Mooncrest
MAMA NEVER TOLD ME Sister Sledge Atlantic
TEARS ON MY PILLOW Johnny Nash CBS
HARRY Catherine Howe RCA
YOU'RE MY.NUMBER ONE Polly Brown GTO
THE IMMIGRANT Neil Sedeka Polydor
ANYTIME (I'LL BE THEREI Frank Sinatra
Reprise
BEND ME SHAPE ME Hello Bell
BUT I THINK I LIKE YOU
I DON'T LOVE YOU

6

10
18
12
14

STAR BREAKERS

I
2
5

9

13

I

Avco

20 GREATEST HITS, Tom Jones

2

Bureau

still No. I

AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk
BEST OF TAMMY WYNETTE, Tammy Wynette
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF, Three Degrees
JUDITH, Judy Collins

I

-MAGIC-Pilot

A

THE BEST OF, The Stylistics
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC, Elton John
ONCE UPON A STAR, Bay City Rollers

RMIBBC CHART

-

28

49,50 -

-

7

Rak

BOY

2
3
4
5

1

SISTER GOLDEN HAIR

27

-

-

1

Elektra
MGMI
Mercury
Vertigo)
Cactus
Vertigo
Polydor

Magnet

HONEY, Bobby Goldsboro
BABYI LOVE YOU, OK, Kenny
YOU LAY SO EASY ON MY MIND, Andy Williams
GET OUT, Harold Melvin and The Blgenotes
HERE I GO AGAIN, Guys and Dolls
DON'T BE CRUEL, Billy Swan
I'M GONNA RUN AWAY FROM YOU, Tami Lynn
YOU'VE LOST THAT LOVIN' FEELIN', Telly Savalas
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS, Doobie Brothers
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF, Three Degrees

24

-

Arco
Buddah

ONLY YESTERDAY, Carpenters
A&M
WOMBLING WHITE TIE AND TAILS, Wombles
CBS
I GET THE SWEETEST FEELING /HIGHER AND HIGHER,
Jackie Wilson
Brunswick)
LOVING YOU, Minnie Ripperton
Epic
OH WHAT A SHAME, Roy Wood
Jet
WALKING IN RHYTHM, Blackbyrds
Fantasy
TROUBLE, Elvis Presley
R CA
SENDING OUT AN S. O. S. , Retta Young
All Platinum
STAND BY ME, John Lennon
Apple
THE NIGHT, Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons
Mowest
A&M
DYNOMITE, Tony Camillo's Bazuka
Bell
BYE BYE BABY, Bay City Rollers
Decca
A LITTLE LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING, Gilbert Becaud
Bell
LOVE LIKE YOU AND ME, Gary Glitter
EMI
MR RAFFLES (MAN IT WAS MEAN), Steve Harley /Cockney Rebel

000

-

`

St ylistics:

EMI
Epic'
Bell

,,

AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk
THANKS FOR THE MEMORY, Slade
WANNA DANCE WITH CHOO, Dtscotex and The Sex - 0
ONCE BITTEN TWICE SHY, Ian Hunter
IMAGINE ME. IMAGINE YOU, FoIT
LET ME TRY AGAIN, Tammy Jones
DON'T DO IT BABY, Mac and Kate Kissoon
LISTEN TO WHAT THE MAN SAID, Wings
SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT, Eric Clayton
DISCO QUEEN, Hot Chocolate
I'LL DO FOR YOU ANYTHING YOU WANT ME TO,
Barry White
THE HUSTLE, Van McCoy
DISCO STOMP, Hamilton Bohannon

-John Denver

:::::

ALNVIl3

7

WHISPERING GRASS, Windsor Davies /Don Estelle
STANDBY YOUR MAN, Tammy W ynette
THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN, Showaddywaddy
SING BABY SING, Stylistics
THE WAY WE WERE, Gladys Knight and The Pips
SEND IN THE CLOWNS, Judy Collins
THE PROUD ONE, Osmonds
I'M NOT IN LOVE, 10cc
ROLLOVER LAY DOWN, Status Quo
ISRAELITES, Desmond Dekker

THANK

-:
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CAPTAIN FANTASTIC AND THE BROWN DIRT COWBOY
Elton John
THATS THE WAY OF THE WORLD Earth,..And and Fire

TOMMY/ ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING

MCA

Columba

1

PoI,dw

BLOW BY BLOW Jell Beck
E
HEARTS America
Warner Bros
WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE Alice Cooper
Atlantic
CHICAGO VIII
ColumOu
STRAIGHT SHOOTERlYn Bad Company
SwanScan
NUTHIM FANCY LynE Skmyrrd
PLAYING POSSUM
Elektra
STAMPEDE DooAe Brothers
Warner Bros
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE Bachmar-Tumer Overdrive
Mercury
SP
CA Beach Boys
Gplot
MISTER MAGIC Grover Washmeon Jr
Wu
SURVIVAL O'Jays
Phdadelphu Inlernabonal
A SONG FOR YOU -r.
cal.»
Gordy
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU
Bar White
20th Centro",
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI led 2eppelIn
Swan Song
FANDANGO 72Top
London
JUDITH Ivey Canons
EMkea
KATY LIED Steely Dan
ABC
TOM CAT Torn Scott and
Express
Ode
FIVE A SIDE Aar
Anchor
AN EVENING WITH JOHN DENVER
RCA
BLUE SKY NIGHT THUNDER Michael Murphey
Epic
HEDONT LOVE YOU LIKE I LOVE YOU
Tcny Orlando and Dawn
E*kin
DANK SIDE OF THE MOON Rnk Floyd
Harvest
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW Olivia Newton -Join
MCA
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR AND THE
KNIGHTS OF THE ROUNDTABLE Rick Waken..
and The English RoA Ensemble
AI M
WILL O'T HE WISP Leon Russell
Shear,
BLUE JAYSJu son Hayward and John Lodge
Threshold
TOYS IN THE ATTIC Awes corm
Coonba
DISCOTHEQUE Her be Mann
Atlantic
BEFORE THE NEXT TEARDROP FALLS Freddy Fender
ABC
FEELINGS Paul Anka
tinned Arese
Eleetn
SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen
TORE TRUE Harold Melvin and
Philadophu international
The Bluenoses
THE LAST FAREWELL AND OTHER HITS

U

oer" Wh,tlo

RCA

Ca salaam.
DRESSED 10 KILL Kim
blamer Bros
GORILLA James Taylor
ABC
THE DRAMATIC JACKPOT Ron Banks and Oramaecs
M Al
FRAMPTON P.O., Frampton
AQUIET STORM SmokeyR damson
DIAMONDS AND RUST loan Bees
Columba
BETWEEN THE LINES Jams Ian
E
ADVENTURESIN PARADISE Minnie Rberton
Faroe
FLYING START 81.0)0y ds
At M
ITLL SHINE WHEN IT SHINES Own. Mnonum Daredevus
RCA
BUSTIN' OUT Pon Praise Lea pie
YM
CRIME OF THE CENTURY Supertranp

WA

Y

E:

3
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It's the scream stopcode

r

POP concerts are
danger of being banned

following hysterical
scenes at Bay O4 Rollers

PIE IN
THE EYE

gigs this week.

Greater Landon CLtncil

i

I

,i

t

OR
NEWSOESK

BAN THE FAN

PILOT. who have just
finished their first head
lining tour, are unlikely to
make any' further live
appearances In Britain
this year.
The bulk d the time will
be devoted to writing new
material, devising and

The moves follow the

when

medical attention_ Some
were taken to haepital
with bruised ribs after
trying to storm the stage.
And the Rollers have
been slammed by an MI.
and ambulance men who
say they incite the fans In
a point of total frenzy by
holding out their hands
and encouraging the girls
to touch them.
But the group say they
will not change their act_

I

4.

On

the week of destruction

WHAT a week it's been
for the Bay City Rollers.
+

A

Ford Mustang car

Is to star
mysterious American
love film. The Man Who

old

the United States, spans a
quarter of a century, and
Is being directed .by
Nicolas Roe. who worked

A full report on the
accident is being sent to
the Scottish equivalent of
the public prosecutor

The Haunting and
Don't Look Now.
on

4

Reed

4

don't

sing
LOU

REED'S next

album. due out before the
end of the month, will
have no vocals, no guitars
and no drums. It is to be a
double LP Metal Machine
The Amine B
Music
Ring. Each of the four
aides Is exactly la
minutes one second long,

-

and each houses only one
track, the urea being

Metal Machine
Metal Machine
Metal Machine
and (surprise,

Music AI,
Music AS,
Music A3,

surprise)
Mewl Machine Musk. .41.
The whole set is written
and

produced by Reed

himself.

hundreds of hys-

terical fans were given

album and a new single.
The single is scheduled
for August release.
A string of British
concert dates will tie In
with the album release
next January.

Fell To Earth.
The film, being shot in

r

Rollers' weekend gigs

routining a completely
new stage act and
recording their third

a

t

crash harriers, better
first aid faellilles, tighter
fire regulations, noise
restrictions and a ban an
glass bottles and other
containers.

grounded

in

throughout the country
are expected to do the
A "safety code" is also
being drawn up to protect
fans, which will mean
more security men. more

Pilot

DAVID BOWIE

held before licences for
similar pop concerts are
granted, and councils
same.

01-607 6411

BOWIE IN
LOVE FALL

has said a "deep
investigation" will be

being driven by 79 - year lead singer Les
MCKeowen crashed In
Edinburgh and killed a 75
- year -old widow:

+ Following
cident the band's manager Tam Paton Imme-

the In-

diately cancelled

the

Bristol concert which has
been rescheduled for
June13. . .
+ Then it was disclosed
that Les' brother had also
been involved in a fatal
accident In the same
street three weeks previously .
+ Eric was next to hit

the headlines when he
found out that his father
had gone missing. Eric

made an emergency
flight to Scotland where

he discovered his dad had

ELTON JOHN returns W
Troubadour in I.os

Angeles in August to play
three nights of charity
shows. Tickets for the
first night will sell for 250
dollars each.
The money from the
shows on August 25. 26
and 27 will go to the Jules
Stein Eye Clinic. He will
play two shows a night
and after the first night
tickets will be 25 dollars.

The'club only holds 250
people and because there
are certain to be loo many

ticket applIcalims Elton
will' pick them out of a
drum.
Meanwhile, his album
Captain Fbntastic And
The Brown Dirt Cowboy,
has gone Into the
American Charts at No.
1. This is the first time an
artist has achieved a No.
1

on release.

.

+

The weekend saw

two consecutive nights
of Rollers concerts in
London which turned the
Hammersmith Odeon into
a near disaster area.
Hundreds of fans were
treated for hysteria and
at one stage on Saturday
20 young girls were lying
on the stretchers in the

foyer.
+

.

.

Monday and the blitz

moved to Oxford and the
concert ended in uproar
with Les McKeown and

Erie Faulkner jumping
into the orchestra pit and
fighting with photographers.
+ The last concert at
Newcastle on Tuesday
saw squads of police

patrolling the streets

round the Qty Hall to
prevent any damage

being done by Rollers
fans who could not get
Into the gig.

. . . not in the lace! Ronny Osnond get. a pie
In the eye from 208 W 'Pony Prince during their recent

OH NO

It happened by way of retaliation for an
earlier incident when Donny the proud one. was the
thrower. All Mall yang Don got his just dessert_
London gig.

their last four elbuosm
(Sticky Fingers; Exile On

Knebworth in the pink

PAY -TODAY
THE E.J.
the

turned up at his aunt's
home apparently suffering from amnesia .
.

'

Main Street; Gnat's Head
soup; and Ire Only Rork
Roll) I. released in

CAPTAIN REEFHEART, Steve Miller awl Kay
Harper will he joining Pink Floyd for their Knebworth
concert this summer.
Miller, who disbanded his group last year, will
reform them for the July 5 event and Reelbeart will a l+o
be forming a new Magic Band for the gig.
Also set W appear is Monty Python's Graham
(liapman plus another act which could possibly he the
Flying Burrito Brothers.

Britain neat week.

v

and
Gary
US

GARY

Cassidy debut
JUNE 13 will see David Cassidy's first single release on
his new label RCA. It is called Get It Up For Love and it
is expected to be followed by an album release.
Cassidy was due In Britain round the middle of June
for a promotional tour but this has been cancelled and K
is hoped he will be here later in the year.

GLITTER,

really recording

Ashade old
A

ROLLING Slone.
.hate

compilation. album
Made In The

--

whirh emanate. cats from

produce/ arranger Mike

Leander and produced in
WV, Tort_

I DON'T LOVE YOU
BUT I THINK I LIKE YOU

GILBERT O'SULLAN
r

In

release next Friday.
Called Doing All Right
With The Boys. it was
written by Gary with

Gilberts new hit...

MAM 130

sur-

America, has his first UK
shade single set for

Marketed by DECO

;

RECORD MIRROR, JUNE 7,
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Argent flys high

Swindon College (4):
Great Yarmouth, Tiffa-

r
ron
Spectaculamon

ny's

Malvern

1101

-

Rising prices have
forced the keyboards

wizard to re-think his act
for which he has been
paying the bulk at the
costs.
lie reckons it would cost
nearly 1.000.000 dollars to

stage the show in
America.

In future Rick will
continue to work in

.

Heep's British tour. They
will now play firming.
ham Odeon (June 214) and
Glasgow Apollo (20).
This is an addition to the
Hammersmith Odeon gig
they play on June 27.
The band, who are on
an 11 -nation tour have
time
broken the all
atienda nce record for an
Indoor concert In Norway
when they attracted 8.500
people to Oslo's Ekaberghallen.
A new
single Prima
Donna Is released this
week.
11
I

t

1:4

'

NEWS EDITOR
David Hanaeck

EDITORIAL
Jan Iles
Martin Thorpe
Ray Fox -'Cumming
Dave Wright
MAN AGING DIRECTOR

Jaek Hutton

.

ADVERTISEMENT
DIRECTOR
Peter Wilkinson

ADVERTISEMENT,
MANAGER
Alan Donaldson

-

an extra date to their
Itinerary. They will now
play London's New
Victoria Theatre on June
It.

SONGWORDS

SPOTLIGHT PUBLICATIONS,
SPOTLIGHT HOUSE. I
BENWELL ROAD.
LONDON, NT TAX
Telephone: 01 -807 8411.

-

.

'

Boys

,

with the Beach Boys al

Eltaa Jaha's Wembley
Stadium earert m .loss
el_

Tammy tour
r

(BART -TOPPING country star
Tammy

/oaring

Wytle
a

is

Brflai

esreally.

and her

remaining gigs include: Birmingham Hipped mow (Jun.- 6);
Hammersmith Odeon: (7); Cowentry Theatre (1); Ipswich
Gaamoat 191; Bristol Colston
(le): Southampton Gaunaart

la
(12)-

THE NEW Donny and Mare Osmo d single released
next week is a re-worting of the Eddie Arnold Country.
classic Make The World Go Away.
It was a hit here for Arnold m February- 1966 and is
the title of the duos amu m to be released m July.

-

Have a burglar alarm
Have a milkmaid on your Farm
Can you raise a batty hoo
II only there's nothing else to do.

Have some butter wnh your fly
They say bananas coukl get Ya

Sung by Slade
J.,ne, lee
.

Como esta chickadee
Have a housemaid on your knee
Eat an apple every day
An onion keeps everyone away.
Have an athlete on your feet
Have some honey with your meat
Eat an apple every day
The doctor has got to keep away.
Chorus
Thanks for the memory
Thanks for it all
Warn barn thank you mam
Thanks for the ball.

The Moments. Shirley

and Company and Redo
Young. it will lea tore The
Rtnnshots, who are the All
Platinum house hand,
and possibly Sylvia
whose 1972 hat, Pillow
Talk is a soul . lassie.

0 M O N D OLDIE

THANKS FOR THE
MEMORY

"

-

.

11111-1151~

W.h,en by Nevme Node. and

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Mike Sharman

,

r

TNF. KINKS, currently ae
tour In Rriain with their
: , Snap Opera, have added

AB

package show to do a

JERRY GARCIA guests

r

-

Platinum
tries of con eery in
Britain this autumn.
As well as hit artists'
for an

Grateful
1

1

1

EDITOR
SUE BYROM '
ASSISTANT EDITOR
Peter Harvey
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PLANS ARE under way

NEW Syree(a ssgil,
written and produced by
Simi Wonder is released
neat week. Title: Harr»

I'VE ARE re-releasing the Kinks' classic Sunny
Afternoon nest week, and are also bringing out Do The
Double Bump from Rufus Thomas. June 20 sees the
release of the new Curtis Mayfield album America
Today.
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All happening

A

KINK

l/

New

sad The

I

THE CWl-LITES classic
singly Have You See Her
has been re-released by
public demand_
The group plan to veil
Britain is September fora
floe week tour which will
consist of cabaret and
major concerts in Laudon.
Manchester and Birmmngham.

Syreetá

The Bleep
Sunny side up
grows on
TWO FURTHER concerts
have been added to Uriah

YES
YOU
HAVE

concert with his English
Rock Ensemble.

Winter Gardens (12); and
on July 19 they play a free
festival at Harlow.

include The MRb

Swann.

(been Mary Snitr

The hew op. in the

ceerts on lee will be his last_
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RIIX WARF.MAN'S
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long engagrmeat by

FS Oa

Warwick franmJane IS, has amonnared
wine will be appearing
other
there.
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COLD
ld

al tar Canard Hotel reads; Jay"
level, and Abbe Lane (from July 71:
Trini Lopes (Ram July 11); Stylhtha
and Freda Payne (from Joty t(1;
Sarah Vaughan meld Roddy Greoa
I from July W). Uhler hnkigs she
Brothers

LONDON 'S NEW Las Vegas style
-havens with a work
raMtel room whir

GETS

been filmed at their
recent Roundhouse concert and the 90 minute
feature will go on general
release early next year.
Dates are: Nottingham
University with Circus
(June 14): Bristol Colston
Hall 1151; Birmingham
Town Hall (181: Stevenage Tiffany's (17);

Newcastle Mayfair 120);
Liverpool Empire
with
Circus (21): Manchester
Free Trade Hall (23):
Bradford StGeorge's Hall
(21): London Lyceum
with Circus (July 3);

Cunard headliner

RICK

ARGENT ARE. to undertake a British tour which
w ill Include cirrus acts as
the centrepiece of the
show.
The tour, which coin
tides with the recent
release of their album
Cirrus, will Involve a high
wire, trapeze act and
special Rim show plus
other effects.
But due to stage
specifications It has not
been possible to extend
the (10,000 spectacular to
more than four days.
The show has already
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high
Eat an apple every day
The doctor has got to earn ha pay.

Chorus

Cerro esta deckadee

Tap the water an your knee
Eat an apple every day
The doctor has got to keep away.

Chorus
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.'Also available on 8 Track Cartridge
and Musicassette.
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OSMONDS FAN CLUB,
LONDON w... 4YE.
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ON TUESDAY evening one of the biggest tours like existence of the boys
in their hotel rooms
Britain's seen in a long time ended. Biggest in and police guards round theatres,
the Bay City
terms of audience, screams, hysteria and press Rollers themselves have kept pretty
much to
coverage. it's been a long time since you could themselves and said little about what's
really
count on opening practically any daily been going on. Last week, though, Record
newspaper and finding continuous coverage of Mirror travelled with the group for three days
a group. Amidst the stories of Alan Longmuir's around the country, and spoke at length with
possible split from the Rollers, the near -prison them about every aspect of Roller manta.
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THE scenes outside the Civic Hall were typical of the scenes that
have been taking place everywhere the Rollers have played during
the five - week tour. Tartan everywhere scarves, jackets, rolled
the whole lot. I couldn't see one fan who
up trousers. T shirts
didn't have at least one item of the Rollers' uniform on, they mostly
had the whole lot. The queues circled the theatre, and directions
were simply to follow the chants and screams.
Whether it had something to do with the fact that the police
station was next door to the theatre or not, the fuzz were out in
force! All the fans were asked to have their tickets ready, and they
were checked several times by assorted policemen and hall
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There was

nearly

a
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paid

was passed through.
Hurtling through the'
doors after her came her
two mates, who promptly
-threw themselves on their
confused friend on the
floor.
"Les touched her, he
actually touched her!
They shrieked, whilst at.

down.

Tam 1s without doubt
the sixth Roller. He's
recognised as easily as
any of the group, and
signs autographs and
answers the questions
about Woody or Eric or
any of the others as best

the same time caressing
the said lady's hand
the

-

hand. The 'policeman

gave up and wandered off

for another cup of tea.
Meanwhile, the last
strains of Bye Bye Baby

he can.

Back In the hall, the
fans are snapping up
more bits and pieces from
the official Souvenir stall.
to add to their collections
of Roller paraphernalia.
In the auditorium the
chants roil out and Kop
style singing joins the
current We Love You
Rollers record.
There are police every-

:-1:,

grouped outside the exit
doors. In a canteen taken
over by the police, there's
the kind of turn - out you'd

frantic

screams come even

most of

a

near

-

impossible task by playing a fast. tight set, lots of
waves to the fans, and
tartan scarves tied round

their guitars. They're not
daft - .. if you Can't beat
'em, join em! They get
their applause, and then

fatigued door man was
shepherding Roller fans
out of the foyer.

"It doesn't

matter how
far away from the gig we

stay, or however out of the
way Ills, they always find
out," Tam commented
with a grin. He was

recognised when

we

walked In, but when they

called out his name he
tried to took as though
he'd never heard of

himself.
and he

their

It

didn't work.
stood answering
questions and

we're expecting another
lot tomorrow." Grins all
round. If you think the
clean -living image of the
Rollers is all one big hype
forget it. Room service
came In, weighed down
under trays full of glasses
of milk and Perrier
water. The corridor smelt
of pizza, which wasn't
surprising as one of the
road crew had been sent
out to get five of them for
their evening meal.

-

"That's

one

of

the

things I don't like about
hotels," munched Les,
were booming, then the
fore asking them to go "the
food. I'd give
about their way.
Rollers left the stage and
anything for some home
ran straight to their
Upstairs the Rollers
"
were in their rooms, cooking.
waiting van.
Eric bounced into the
Little figures with tears. getting ready for the room,
full
of chat about
pouring down their faces night's film show, allatest hobby
staggered out slowly, though Woody wasn't too his
rapture oozing from sure whether to stick with helicopters.
"When we finish the
the film on TV.
them. The body count: 20
"We're out of films at tour, I've got a helicopter
faints, one nose - bleed.
corning up for
Reports in the press next the moment," Derek instructor
weeks to give me a
day had doubled that said, "We've watched 12 two
course in how to fly them.
figure to 50 faints and two in the last four days, but
"Woody and I have
nose , bleeds.
Outside the theatre, I
drove to a side door to
e
collect Tam Paton, and
was besieged by girls who
opened the doors and
asked Irately if I had the
group hidden in the car.
It took quite a lot of
;persuasion to Convince
them they weren't In the
glove compartment.
On the drive back to the
hotel, Tam expressed
relief at the low number of
Casualties, and explained
the reason the boys
weren't staying in Wolverhampton was that
they'd been asked not to

signing autographs be-

-

where, but mainly

stage, and

-13 -í
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loud

sighs as a ten

minute Interval
nounced.

Is

-

an-

Finally, Diddy Dave
trots on and does a quick
count - down before the
lights go down and the
opening tape of Nell
Armstrong's landing on
the moon starts playing.
Stage lights flicker on and
off and then pow! There
they are! For the next
hour the audience stands,

screaming, waving

scarves, and at the front,
prays for that million - to one chance that Les,
Woody or Eric might

reach down and

touch

them. The bouncers,
pressed against the
barricade, hold firm.
Apart from the Inevitable
faints, there are no
injuries.
The police outside look
bemused.

"I

don't understand It,"

said one young copper,
shaking his head, "It'd be
different If they didn't
have their clothes on or

something, but they're
Just a group." If only he
knew!
At that

moment, the
a young

doors opened and

t

t
fan In a complete daze

pounds had vanished
without delivering the:
goods. But Tam Paton,
the ever - watchful
Rollers' manager managed to calm the girl

louder. But they've got to
watt, first on the bill is
Chips, the Irish group
who've played throughout
the tour. They make the

'1

nearly four

expecrfrom a Cup finaL
David Hamilton, that
'evening's DJ, walks on

o

.

os

that the tout to whom
she'd

,y

..

DAY ONE; WOLVERHAMPTON

girl found

0,

i

officials.

scene when one

a

.

,'

a

by the police.
At the hotel,

a

slightly

bought this big farm right
out In the countryside
about 25 mile from
anywhere at all. I want
the helicopter because
we'll probably need It If

-

we get snowed in."

Al the moment, Derek
and Alan are the only two

without new homes, but
they're due to fly up la

Scotland after

the gig on

Tuesday to look at houses
that have been suggested
for them.

"Have you heard about
? Iran
Tam's house.
.

Spanish - type ranch, and
it's got a ten - foot high
wall ail round it." Derek
enthused. "That's the one
thing that we've got to

have unfortunately.

Privacy. 1f we're living
near anyone or anywhere, then people gel

fed

up 'cos the fans find out
and wait for us. I did

but Ws
fallen through That's
why we're going uP to

have a house,

a
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'We'll al be sad when the tour's
over. There's nothing
like doing live shows'

by Sue Byrom

"Well, I'm taking flying

lessons at the moment,"
Les said enthusiastically,

s
bleeds.
Between shows, I asked

the boys what they

thought about the reports
In the papers.
"Pis just the papers,"
Alan said resignedly.
"They have to make
things sensational and

that's what they've

done."
"The main, thing that
worries us about all the
t

reports of hundreds of
girls being dragged out of
the crowds an' that," said
Eric, "is that In the end
parents are gonna be
worried about their kids
coming to our concerts.
That's when we -get
concerned about their
exaggerations."
"We get very worried
about the fans when they
push forward
God, we
don't want anyone to get
hurt. It's the same if It

-

looks as though the
security guys are getting
a bit pushy, I'll call a stop
to the show," said Les.
"I've done that a couple
times already. None of us

would do anything to try
to get the fans going
you've seen the show, we
don't have to do anything,
It just happens. But we do

r

-

everything we can to see
that no- one's hurt "

-

, I

~414,
a°

Scotland, to try again. "
With the rem lights
dimming for the Rollers'
picture show. I departed
for the unknown culinary
delights of room service
and bed. There was a
long drive the next day.

DAY TWO:
IPSWICH

EARLY START
time, what with

Bank Holiday traffic
and all. The fans
were still outside the
hotel, and figuring

out whether they
could swing across
some scaffolding to
get in.

Because there

were going to be two
shows at Ipswich,
the roadies had left

,

even earlier to make
sure everything was
OK, so Tam was
driving the boys in
their American estate car. We were
driving behind in
convoy, and it was a
bit like the Keystone
cops, all revved up
and nowhere to go!
Fifty yards down the
road, Tam, previously in
the lead, pulled over to
ask which way to go! One
qualification every good
manager should possess
is that of being able to put
his foot down. Tam
qualifies. One of the

sights on the
drive was stopping for
petrol at a small village
station, and watching the
bemused look on the
attendant's face when Les
got out of the car to check
the oil, complete with
funniest

1
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Roller trousers, striped
socks and no shoes.
At the hotel, there was
time for a quick check of
the rooms before the
group left for the first
show. Outside the hotel,
the Inevitable group of
fans, patiently sitting on
the grass.
Outside the hall, the
long queues. Inside, Dave

Eager, the DJ for that
day, was deciding on
costumes. When it comes
to understanding an
audience, Dave has to be
one of the best. If he

thinks they're getting too

restless, he'll calm them
down, and when it comes
to creating atmosphere,
he's got the lot. Air horns,
kilt, bagpipe music the
works. There's no barricade at Ipswich. Instead a
long line of security men
In front of the stage.

-

They'd no need to worry,
because at Ipswich at

'least, the fans were happy

to crowd in front of the
stage without testing the
strength of the security
men. In fact, during the
Rollers' act the bouncers
swayed along in time to
the music and were very
gentle with the fans and let some of the smaller
ones _rest their faces on
the stage so that they
could gaze adoringly at
the idols. Body count at
the end of the first show:
five taints, one nose

bleed. National press
coverage next day: 100
extra police (there must
have been at least 12. and
they were

outside the
theatre checking tickets),
faints and two nose

40

Two nights ago, Les, at
Southport, had walked on
some scaffolding In front
of the stage and had been
pulled off.
I was only down for
about a minute before I
was pulled back, -but I
honestly thought I was
going to die. They had ma
shirt off, and were having
a good go at ma trousers
but they didna quite
make them," he added
with a grin.
Les wasn't having
much luck with his
trousers. During the
second to last number of
that day's first show, his
pants had split up to the
Crutch, and he took his
bow with legs firmly

-

"so I'm flying Alan and
Derek up to Scotland after
the gig tomorrow. They'll
be looking at houses, but
I've already got mine. I'll
probably see about
furniture and things like
washing - machines for it.
The others are going on to
London with Tam."
"It's a bit silly all this

business about being
prisoners," Derek went

"If we have two days
off, we're all bored daft
after the first day. All of
us are just waiting to start
again. We've got so used
to working at this kinda
pace, that it's strange
when you stop."
One thing's definite,
and that even with the
tour over, It's not going to
be sit - back - and - relax time. They're going into
the studios In June to
record songs for the next
single, they've got good
on.

reaction from Ellrope

soli they'll be going to
Germany practically
straight away for TV

Woody

Lucia," Quiet

-

nose

bleed.

DAY THREE:
GREAT

YARMOUTH

NOT SO tar this
time, only 40 odd

miles, and the pilot
has arrived to fly

north with Les,
Derek and Alan.

This guy has also got
a mate who's got a
Lotus Elan, so Tam,
Les and Woody stay
behind for a drive on
a nearby track.

Eric, Derek and

Alan leap Into the

car and drive

Norwich airport.

had piped up,

There's some worry

obviously looking for.

ward to his acting debut.
"We'll be doing quite a lot
location work, and
they'll be filming one of
our concerts to use In the
of

film ás well."

Aah yes, I was there,

f

The roadies called ten
minutes before the next
show, so they started

making moves
Complete with new
trousers, the Rollers

bounded on stage for the

about the timing of
the show, because
they've got an
extension from the
airport so they can
lave after the gig,
but at the moment
there's no way
they'll make it.
-First sighting of the
hotel (?), provokes loud'

f
i I..
..

Eric suggested. "That's

what we spend
time doing."

a

lot of our

The hotel manager
finally managed to clear
a small back room for the
boys to eat in without
being seen, although
three of them sitting along
at a huge table made
them feel like prizes on
show.
In between mouthfuls of

prawn cocktail, Alan
talked to me about the will
won't
he
situation.

leave

he

-

"The story in the

Sunday Mall about my
real age was the final
straw. I'd been thinking
about the group before
that rappelled, but that
realty bought ! home.
I've never lied about my
If anyone asked
age
me, I just didn't answer,
The way that was done
that
really finished me
paper had done competitions with us and
everything, then they go
and do that. Before the
-age thing though, I was
really getting down. We

-

-

following me.

I

just

decided I'd had enough-"
So what really
prompted you to stay with
the group?
"Tam. He talked to me
for a long time, and said
that despite what I felt
now, If I did leave I'd
regret it. Since I decided
to stay, I've felt a lot

better.

I'm sure I've

made the right decision. "
With Alan's decision to
stay in the group made,
the group's own future

looks equally assured.
America to looming up in
the Autumn, probably one
of the biggest challenges
the Rollers will have to
face.

"We don't really know

what form the tour's
going to take, maybe

mainly promotions,

maybe we'll play as well,
Shea's been booked for
'76, and that's going to be

clenched together. "It
wasn't as bad as a time
during their last tour,"
Dave Eager told me
later. "Then his trousers
split during the second
number! The rest of the
boys had to play an

the really big one.
There's been quite a bit

about us In American
papers and magazines,
but I don't suppose we'll
really know what it's like
till we get there," said
Derek.
"I reckon that we'll fly
out a couple planes full of
our British fans," smiled
Eric. "That ought to do

instrumental number
while

t sewed Les's
trousers up at the side 01

the stage!")
With the end of the tour
!n -sight, how true were
the reports about arguments between them and
reports that they felt like

prisoners?
Ouch, when you've
been on the road for over
four weeks like we have
now, there are bound to be
rows. But we've been
together for a long time
now, we know how to get
on with each other." The
others nodded agreement
with Eric's reason.
"As for being imprisoned and all those stories,
they're not true," said
Derek. "We'll aU be sad
when the tour's over.
There's nothing like doing
live shows. Being in
hotels can be a great
laugh you know."
They were due to have
their second day off of the
tour In two days tee.
What would they do with
it?

over with amenities?
"Start on new songs,"

through the vigil.
antes by the gates.
It's a slow ride to were rehearsing every
Yarmouth, though night
for the tour ... If
the gloup are stay- we had
any time off,
ing in a Lowestoft there'd always be a
motel-to be nearer photographer or someone

work, there's a quick visit
to Finland planned, and
then there's that film,
"Aye, that'll be great.
We start on that in July,
when we're flying out to

Sant

.

at the Battle of Ipswich in
'751 The gig passes
well,
without incident
apart from 30 faints and a

ill"

Meanwhile Tam, Les
and Woody had arrived

hot

wheeled from

-

Ipswich,

and

pondered

that night's concert.

Everyone agreed that

there was no way they'd
make the airport with the
second time In Ipswich. A
lot of the audience had
been at the first show, but
they were determined to
make the most of them

while

they were there.

Standing by the exit
doors, the St John's

Ambulance Brigade,

were screwing In their ear

plugs again, and
reminiscing about by -

gone days of the Beatles
and the Stones. It seemed
strange to listen to a St
John's veteran in his late

fifties musing about

comparative fan mania,
but then it must be a bit
like army re - unions.

groans from everyone.
It's above an arcade of
shops, and to get to the
rooms you have to walk
along a balcony which Is
in full view of the street.
With Eric resplendent in
his stage gear, there's no
chance of them sneaking
in.
"If you think this is
bad, you shoulda seen
some of the places we've
stayed in,' Eric said

laughing.

With several hours

between now and the gig,
hat would they do, as
thee

..

er

.

.

hotel

existing schedule,

so

-

got one of their
biggest challenges ever
to follow the Roller's on

Chips

the bill!
The

Rollers went

on

first, to an unbelievably
ecstatic reception, and

left straight for the plane
and Les's piloting ability.
And as for me, I drove

home, seeing tartan
before the eyes and
scarves from every tree.

Keep on roiling!
NEXT WEEK: The Bay
their
City Rollers
money, their fan club and

-

those stories about being

puppets. DON'T MISS

wasn't exactly flowing ¿T.
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Hunter/Ronson:
At one
of ill eirgigs?

HOLED UP
IN A
BASEMENT
STUDIO
SOMEWHERE,
NEAR
NEW YORK

're

over

''

_.

"No, one of them's gone
home to Liverpool for a
Couple of weeks' holiday,
but otherwise you could
say they're' floating', "

I;t°

-

/

1'

RETURN
When are you both
coming back to Britain?

"Can't rightly say,"
mumbles Hunter, "but in
about ten months I should

-

imagine."

Are you living out there
by choice or has it got
something to do with the

+t

taxman?

"Look,"

-

_

-- ...r..'- '

v

says

Hunter,

"I didn't
choose to leave Britain I
was kicked oat At least
almost yelling,

o

that's the way I

al

look

it "

It

has something to do
with the taxman.
"I haven't lost touch
with Britain though. Ws

get the papers every week
and people are always

w

ringing up."

"Westchester

Are you pleased with
the way the single, Once
Bitten Twice Shy, in

County."

H u in ph
WHERE in
Westchester County?
"I ain't saying. We
get bothered enough

°o

doing?

-

espe"Yeah, great
cially since I insisted on
that one instead of I Gel

it is."
Right, you're at

or

home In the basement. What are you
doing there?

Excited, which Is the
one everybody wanted lo
put out I wanted lo
So

1

release something a Uttio
bit subtle, still I'm quits

r
e

surprised afjust
it has done."

"What, right

now?"

how well

TOURING

No, In general.

"Writing songs?'

How do you feel now
about touring after your
recent experience of it?
"Well, we want to work
on the presentation a bit
Not In the th'atrweecal aisle
mi gtsl
although

"

What for?

"What?':
WHAT FOR?

HALVES
"Mick's album."
"My album," echo
Ronson's muffled
the

At

long

there somewhere too. "
Rumour has It that
you've broken up ypar
band. Is that right?

What's the place called?

ground.

tinstay

period and if it's an
conUnuing once Mimeo
album la done, we troy
stay In the studios and In
some more recording."
On a joint album se
Hunter soloonev

-

tones m

to take

"Dunno, hut whenever
anything by Mich ecm, es
out you can be sure I'm to
'there somewhere and on
anything I do Mlck'U beM

country."
Where in the country?
"What?"

as

It."

Ian: "We may
the studios for gullet
time now. We're yij
a very productive

le

"ULLO," says Ian Hunter, -

sounding just like on his record,
"Mick's 'ere too."
Hello Mick.
"Ullo," says Mick Ronson,
sounding, on the rotten transAtlantic line, just like Ian
Hunter.
What are you doing?
"Sitting in the basement,"
says Hunter.
Where?
"At 'orne. "
Where's that?
"Well, not far from New
York, but it's really in the

-_lam

I'm prepared

by Ray
Fox Cumming

back-

"Yes," continues

Hunter, "we're doing
Mick's next album

next "

How many songs
have you got ready
between you?

But

I

thought you were
tour?

doing a
"We were. "
I hear you cancelled a
whole lottl dates? '
"We did."
Why? Because ticket
sales weren't going well?

"About four

halves," says Hunt
er, "and when we've
got four wholes we'll
start recording."

"It's

true that they
weren't going well in
places, but that
wasn't the point. It was
the sound system, it was
some

awful. It kept falling to
pieces and In Phil
adelphla, where 15,000

people had come to see us,
it packed up altogether.
We kept on playing for

-

five. numbers
smiling
and looking like we were
enjoying ourselves, but
you can Imagine the
scenes outside by the

entrance afterwards.
"Bloody disgrace, that
sound system. It was
supplied by Claire Broth.

ers and you should print
that because people ought
to be told and be warned.
C -L -A -I -11E brothers,

right?
"We've had all those

hassles .with sound
systems before and we
can do without them now.
That's why we came off
the

road."

And

so

now

you're

going to record instead?

"Yes."

When's the Ronson
album going to be ready?
Have you got a date when
It's supposed to be
delivered to the record
company?
There's a loud sigh of
impatience and then:
"We've had all the rush to

meet- delivery dates
before
and we're having

no more of It."
Mick: I want to make

really good album so

a

throw in the odd costume
change. More In Ws
continuity sense."
t'
What, so the
thing's more . . , sortwha d
visually orcber
tested?
"Good word," nay.
Hunter.
"Good word," ee'ilo"
Miele.

Right, thanks very

much for your dime.

Ian

'Bye,'

Hunter, sounding hat lü'
Mick Ronson.
MJck

'Bye,

say.

Ronson, soundins g
UJte Ian Hunter
was it the other
around?
.

tulle
way

G
don't try

to

tackle

outlandish projects or
complicated humanoids.
Keep to easy,happy
lucky assignments and talk

to the dog or cat. They91 be
the only ones to understand

you.

GEMINI
(May

22

toJune21)

11 you're annoying those
close to you, It would be a
good Idea to lock yourself
In the bathroom and loon
around ill you've had
enough. If you come out
before your lime, people
will )ust run away.

CA NCE R
(June 22 to Jul 23)
A dire) week

with

anything going wrong.

So

prickle you of late. You
haven't been standing near
any hedgehogs have you?
What you need Is a change

of scenery. Perhaps
tranquil, peaceful sue
roundisgs silk your
favourite person will turn

LEO
<Jul 21 to Aug 231
lf mother's piayyln
and dad Is to

th

e

you

VIRGO
(Aug 25 to Sept 231
Things are beginning to

your
You

wwallet in
have been

LIBRA

humour. Do them a
favour and let your ole pals
take you out for an
evening. All expenses will
be paid, of course.

lately and they're missing
your smile and warm sense
of

boorer

finish

doors).

neglecting old friends

your losely self

before the pubs close, it
sill be most embarrassing
if they catch you re&
handed!

leave

you into a Mk I version of

bingo

why not take your fancy bit
home for a bit of slap L'
tickle on the sofa. Rut

SODRPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov 22)
A nice night out with the
girls or guys should prove
rewarding (as long as you

(Sept

Tito

Oct 23)

People are crltielstng
you for airy -fairy ways.
Mmm, well ducky Just tell
'tbey Can't play with
with
their toys In your bathtub
and i1 they Just laugh at
your witty comments Five
em a lemon to suck. Thal
should turn them sour.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nos 23 to Dec

what they've really got,
boy, will you be bowled
over. So keep those
smelling salts handy.
CAPRICORN
(Dee 22 to Jan 20)
Beware vicious rumours
that are spreading like

wildfire,

None of these
tongue wrg gees are truththey'd sell their own
mothers for a double gin.

people are getting
cheesed with your really
sallet
f you don't try and
force a smile then we
won't
on't

be

responsible for what

uerable
hYopemiss

Yon.

bleeder,

PISCES
18 to Mar 20)
The weekend will be one
the most unexpected
delights you've e'er had
the pleasure of witnessing.

of

AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb18)

You may meet a really
sincere person who feels
lie attracted
you
but who doesn't justto want
your delicious fruits. Get
to know this person
and
you'll find that they really
are lea ba bananas about
ya,

You've

been

walking

around with a face as long
as
kite and quite frankly

ARIES

(Mari) MAP,te1

Don't let sine, Vies.
things get you flea le
they'll right themselves
due course.
merry month

be

out

oallY

Alt Jue Inn

of the best for rnego

and youh1
desirable.

feel

(Feb

ful-

211

love will wobble
into your life with all the
grace of a pregnant deck.
OK, at first you may think
they're the ugly D., but
A new

once they let their hair
down and start showing

TAURUS
I Apr !Ito Ma 21)

goes

It's not reall a
of "Ma they re ea,
eyes at me,' nos'

Theyain't

a

alde err!

You feel Woe:
w
egleeted like dying

i

flower and are setda
thlnkin' that nobody lot'
N
uu.

Just

Ahh, now sod.

togotlyan trInferlsiorlt

complex thd'a all!
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TORONTO CABLE
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TORONTO CABLE

.

atch out
for Cástid
the younger
DAVID CASSIDY'S SHIRLEY

younger brother$HAUN
(who isn't exactly little
any more) usually likes to
date girls older than
himself. Has lately been
dating actress LINDA

BLAIR (of Exorcist

fame). SHAUN'S mother

JONES isn't
exacttyjIunping with joy.

Careerwise, it's taken
SHAUN a long time to
persuade his parents that
show business is what he

really wants

to

do

professionally. Now it's

Twice as deadly
DA%

ID CASSIDY now the

proud owner of nine race
horses.
MIKE QUATRO (SUZI

QUATRO'S younger
brother) was

a

roaring

success when he opened
H A W K W I N D.
QUATRO (on the UA

for

label) plays classical
piano and assorted
keyboards

-

an American Keith Emerson.
MIKE is due to tour the
UK in the summer.

NON-STOP singles being
played here on top AM

Radio stations
Jackie Blue, Ozark

Mountain Daredevils. He
Don't Love You (Tony

Orlando and Dawn).
Sister Golden Hair
(America). Walking In
Rhythm (Hlackbyrds),
\Vhen

Will I Be Loved
(Linda Ronstadt).

Arguments

.

.

.

TORONTO CABLE

his record company

(RCA). Wants to start up
his non company to be
distributed by RCA. Did
you know that John's real
name is
HENRY

JOHN DEUTCIIEN
DORF!

.

TORONTO CABLE

.

Frank Sinatra
arrived in Toronto for two

I

WHEN

only comment was: "Big

shows at the Maple leaf
Gardens, be was taken
straight up to his 300
dollar a day royal suite on
the 16th floor of the Royal
York Hotel.

supposed to sleep

private phone
him had been
specially Installed, to
enable him to make and
There
line for

a

receive calls without

having to go through the
hotel- switchboard. His

k,
1

DAVID CASSIDYAND SHAUN

'

RIPERTON Is
sick and had to cancel
her gig here. Hopefully
she will include Toronto

..tir

his part in rock opera

in her rough

film TOMMY. He now
wants to compose,

L

-Stevie
musician

dollars), Sinatra

tore up a newspaper and
let it flutter to the floor.
He declared his only use
for newspapers was to
train his dog and line the
bottom of his, parrot's
cage. '

t

f

,

s

planned

supremo

Wonder is known
said that he
enjoys eating lettuce as

much as making
love

.

.

GENEVIEVE HALL-

ELTON JOHN

a

FRANK S/NATRA: papers for dogs and parrots

-

+

CRYSTALPALACE CONCERT BOWL

STEVE HÁRLEY'

COCKNEY REBEL

I

STEELEYESPAN
SPECIAL GUESTS

e

,BRUCE BAND
JACK
WITH ARLA:BLEY &MICK,TAYLOR
C

.

tILLY .COBHAM
JOHN* CALE.

Compere Pete Drummond

THIS SATURDAY, JUNE 7th

DOORS OPEN AT NOON

Tickets available on the day price £3.00, In advance £2.75
Available in advance from all branches of Harlequin Record Shops
34

400,000

to have

at the

Mr. Fos Records:

During his perform-

ance (which netted him

4

PAUTY VIII
:GARDEN -PARTY

NOON TILL 8 pm

the

LETTUCE
LOVER
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

WILSON P I CKETT was
arrested after allegedly
taking pot shots at two of
the ISLEY BROTHERS
in upstate New York.
He was released on 500

"

tut

now on release.

Pot shots

-

-

autumn tour. Meanwhile her second album
Adventures In Paradise

produce and star in rock
opera version of HAMLET. And guess who he
wants for Ophelia
BOWIE -of course.
'

°

janitor's room?'

_ú

MICHAEL ALFANDARY FOR JOHN SMITH, PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

,

deal, where am I

Cancelled
MINNIE

Acclaim?

dollars bail.

.

FOR FRANC'

i

-

ELTON JOHN disappointed at not recelyIng critical acclaim for

.

'BIG DEAL'

r

all settled. And he'll be
managed by RUTH
AARONS, the same

shrewd lady who guided
DAVID'S career. Look
out for SHAUN
he could
be an even bigger star
than his famous brother.

.

tot
r.

-

JOHN (l'on just a
country boy) DENVER is
having arguments with

.

London Theatre Bookings: 96 Shaftesbury Avenue, WC1. Tel:01 4393371
Station Road. West Croydon. Tel: 01 686 0973. and all branches of Virgin Records. Tel: 01.727 8070
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WHAT EVER

ID

r

HAPPENED TO
THE MUSIC?
time when few
youngsters can see past
the Bay City Rollers, it is
surprising to find a
fourteen year old boy who
is into late fifties and early
sixties rock 'n' roll. But

AT

"THE DAY the music died" is a line from Don McLean's well known song .American
Pie. It refers to the death of rock 'n' roll singer Buddy Holly who died In a plane
crash a hile returning from a contort on February 3, 1989.

A

Billy Wilde from Shepperton is a bit of a buff on

the subject and he's
forgone the tartan scarf to
come up with a few

thoughts on the singers
who have caught his eye
from that era
even
though he wasn't -alive for

-

most of it.

Also in the plane were Ritchie Valens, who wrote the classic song Donna, and the
Big Hopper, an ex -DJ who wrote and sang Chantilly Lace. It was a great loss, both to
music and'the world, especially In the case of Holly who was hailed by many as a

genius.
'

Holly had many hits: Peggy Sue, Rave On, Not Fade
which was recently .,number one for Mud. After Holly's
the Crickets, kept the
man's distinctive style
alive with hits like Peggy
Sue Got Married, Baby
business
My Heart and My Little made his show was
1882,
year
Girl. They still record debut. The
the song Sheila. It was a
today.
sett-penned song written
Tommy Roe and Bobby by Tommy when ,he was
Vee also had a hand In 14. Lines like "Sweet little
plugging the Holly sound Sheila, you'll know her If
with Sheila, Roe's first you see her," plus the
hit, and Vee's More Than Hollyish vocals sold over
I Can Say. And still today a million copies.
the Holly legend looms
After that came Suzie
large. It will never die. If Darling and Everybody
the man were still alive which reached number
his reputation would three in the charts both In
perhaps be the greatest in the States and England.
the world.
He toured both countries,
Tommy Roe had more but then he joined the
hits with tunes like Jam Army and -served for
Up And Jelly Tight, - eight months as a medic
Heather Honey, Suzle at Fort Sam, Houston,
Darling and a host of Texas. When he returned
others. At the age of 19 he to singing somehow
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on his own.

John Barry was responsible for the musical
backing and writer Les
Vandyke was responsible

for

the song, Itself.

Together they created a
new sensation. Faith
followed up with more hits
like Poor Me, How About
That, As You Like It and
Mix Me A Person. His
last big hit was in 1985
with Message To Martha,
a big change from his
early stuff, more a Gene
Pitney Song.

205

back
a

Colourful
His life story Is, for good
and bad reasons, a
colourful one, and It's a

u

the
story which he uses
theme for his solo album I
Survived. He wrote the
lyrics and David fburt-

ney, his old drummer,
wrote the tunes but. if you
hear it you'd never think
it was Adam at alit
As wild as they wine,
that was Marty Wilde, a
real rocker who hit the
heights from 1958 until
1982. Some of his biggest
hits were Endless Sleep
Teenager In Love, Rubber Ball, Sea Of Love and
Johnny Roce. It's said by
some that It was Wilde
who persuaded another of
his country's top names
around that time, Billy
Fury, to take up singing

Larry Parnes

ny,

which was

reasonable hit.

I

to
few

Northern concerts,

e

which of course were sellouts.

A Tenth Anniversary
Album has also been

wsas

responsible for managing
Marty and together they
did very well. He was
signed with Philips, and
as we've just mentioned
had a lot of hits. Even in
1969 he came up with a
novelty song, AbergaveJl-

England album.

for

-

BUDDY HOLLY
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ADAM FAITH: colourful career

a

Hut

though he still puts out Use
occasional single. which
haven't sold that well, ha
main contribution now is
to co -write songs like
Love Me Love My fog
with Peter Shelley.
And like Adam Faith,
Wilde also had a part in
the Stardust film. -that's
where the music has

2A 210

..

W.I.
LM...

owe weans nu a.e.ire sees-.

Honlorth.

been In a

Today he's alive and well
and living in California,
USA. and only last year

England

he also starred in the film
a part which
Stardust
took him back to his early
days.

279 210
2 29 L 10

COMET RECORD DEPARTMENT
101

He'd
skittle group
called The Worried Men
but suddenly he was big

Terry Neihams.

After that he dropped
from the limelight somewhat and In 1973 retired
from professional singing. But not before a final
tour of England and In
which was recorded live
for the Del Shannon Live

was coaxed

writing and producing for
artists like Leo Sayer and
Roger Daltrey. Ftecently

-

299 210

.

.

released which features
three old hits, Runaway,
Little Town Flirt and Hata
Off To Larry.
"By-bey" sang a young
blond English singer in
1989 on his first record
What Do You Want. The
record caused a sensation
and so did the singer
Adam Faith, real name

Retired

In

-

Wilde(14)
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111131115.5.01451. MUR
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90 WOE,
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rwerweamin are mme.

ni
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ñn.nrBnOaTepho,s

15

real name of Del Shannon
born December 30, 1939.
He first began singing
when he was in the Army
but his big break came In
1981 when he reached the
number one spot with a

Billy
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Charles Westover,
who's that? Well it's the
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their

ABC Records

biggest ever seller. He
still records and in fact
has a single out at the
moment called Glitter
and Gleam.

by

1965.
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came until 1988 and Sweet
a simple song
Pea
about a girl and a dance.
But It wasn't until 1989
that he had another big
hit with Dizzy, a soft
rocking song which gave

mol9y,y.'n
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Nothing spectacular

more hits like So Long
Baby, Hey! Little Girl
and Swiss Maid up to
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CASSETTE A

things were not the same.
The public had forgotten
him so he had to start all
over again.
He carried 'on making
pretty average records.

self -penned number
called Runaway. He
followed through with'

astirRÉCCÓDIVDS
DANAGILLEWIE

Boy
Away and of course
death his old backing group

During the Beetle
dominated years he also
acted in small film part.
and later had a huge ','y
success with his portrayal
of Budgie.
In 1973 Faith nearly
died like so many pop
stars he was in a crash,
this lime while drivtrlg
car. But unlike so many
he survived and started

'
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HERALDED AS one of the hottest
bands for years, Pilot are real
musicians who manage to keep a
teenybop following and cut through
rock snobbery at the same time.
Things looked clear for
who
were cruising along nicely atPilot
the No. 1
altitude, when all of a sudden
they
went into a spin.

Is the
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magic

The four likeable lads from
took
time out this week to answer the Edinburgh
critics who were
ready to tear them to bits after
the relative
failure of Call Me Round.
"You mean the one that got away,"
lead
singer David Paton, who wrote the song.said
know why the song didn't get any higher"Iindon't
charts. In the first week It sold over 50,000 andthe
In
the end about 120.000 which is nearly as
much as
Magic.
"fine thing that hasn't been said before and
should be said now Is that Call Me Round is five
years old. It's older than
Magic and one of the first
songs I wrote.
'I just found it on a tape
recorder lying about, and
I gave it to Ian - so you
can blame Ian. "
see, we're not a big
Ian Bairnson, acknowl- You
band yet. "
edged as one of the most
Drummer Stuart Tosh
innovative guitarists

fading?'

by David Hancock

the country

in

wavers

between a lunatic sense of
humour and an authorative musical sense that

forces you
seriously.

to

take him
-

"There's nothing wrong
with the song really," he
says. but adds: "When we
recorded It we said, 'well
this one's exactly the

It's a bit
same
monotonous. We don't
think It'll be a hit but we'll
-

put it out just to prove the
point'. We were right
again you see. "
then, of course.
there was the tour - their
And

first headlining flight.

Booked in to the country's
largest halls they managed to sell out only one of
them and that was the
Usher Hall In their native

Edinburgh.

"But we didn't expect to
sell-out the tour." emphasises Ian. "It was either
doing those halls or being

booked into dance halls
which we didn't want to

do."

David adds: "The first
night we went out we

weren't disappointed.

who

gives

the band a
strong masculine image,
steps in to point out that

the reaction to the tour

was great.
"'t'ne people who turned
up really enjoyed themselves and that, after all,
is what we're In the
business for.
"Yeah, we had a lot of
hassles on the tour. You
should have seen the
lighting, at times It was

like

a

bloody dis-

cotheque."

"But we weren't disappointed," adds Ian.
"We're never really
disappointed about any-

thing."

playing

establish myself as a
songwriter and I'm not
going to be able to do that
If the songs keep missing
the charts.
"The last song I wrote
was Love Is, which was
different. Every song I
write now Is that bit
different To write well I
have to be relaxed and
have no worries and
forget about the music
business altogether,

"I

IN

I

'.`e.
elk

t'
over tile America some.
time early next year,"
adds David.

\

anything in the last six
months, yet I've been
back In Edinburgh a
week and I've written
three songs,"
Ian also writes songs,
which have a funkier feel

to them. A good example
is Hold Me, one of the
highlights of their stage
act, but the band don't
aim to record It because
they don't think It'll come
over on disc.

o

,

.,

'

hadn't written

"We've
for so long, we've had so
many build-ups and then
it's collapsed that now we
just carry on," says
The other songwriter Is
Stuart. "If it finished the charming Mr Charitomorrow we'd just sma, Bill Lyall, who says
continue playing music.' very little and even less
Yet for David Paton it is when a tape recorder is
not quite as simple as running.
On stage he keeps well
that.
"Yes it worries me," he to the back and confesses
freely admits. "Because that he doesn't like
speaking from my own playing live.
"I just don't Tike live
point of view I want to
been

t;

lii}

G'

'

/

..

.

that's what ft's all

about."
It's also about selling

do it with Americans,"
says Ian. "The follow-up

will be Just A Smile (their
first single In Britain)
and it won't bomb

a few occasions on tour I
really got a buzz from a

nothing."

Ian. "He keeps profes- Just opened up to them,
sing he isn't a musician with Magic soaring Into
and he doesn't like the Top Twenty over
playing live, yet on quite `here.
few things he played, and

But they're not,rushing

over there Immediately.
"That Isn't the way you

1

HUDSON
FORD
NEW SINGLE

LOVE HAS
OVERGROWN"

/

J

6.

.

O

"But I must give Mr records and the vast
Lyall 'credit." interrupts American market has

WHEN

=t4

1

jr)
gigs. In fact I hate
playing live. I'm much
more Into arranging. "

AM

AMS 7179

1

"I's been predicted to
me from a very reliable
source that we'll be
successful in America.
can't say who, but let's
say it's a sort of fortune
telling thing. This was
predicted a long time ago,
before Magic was released there."
So nothing really went
wrong tar from It. They
expect to soar even higher
now, but that's after
they've all had a short
summer break.
And If you're interested, Ian and David are
going to Greece: Stuart's
Just back from Malta:

because we know It's such
a good song.
:"The reason it didn't do
so well over here was
because the group was

"We expect to be going

and Mr. Charisma Is off
to Spain.
Now which Is the way to
the airport?
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HERE WE are again with yet
another of our dastardly quizzes
(snigger snigger) for you to baffle
your brains over. Invite your
friends / lovers / assorted pets /
woman next door round one
evening and you can all do it
together. H you get fed -up why not
have a sing-song as well.
1. Mud were recently top of the
charts with their rendition of Oh
Boy, but do you know who 'sang it
way back in the 50s?
b. Buddy Holly?
a. Bobby Vee?
c. Rogers and Hammerstein?
2. What's -Gary the Giitt's real
name?
a. Barry Glitter?
b. Charlie Biggs? c. Paul Gadd?
3. Which glam/ gloss / rock / roll
superstar had a bit-part (or more
accurately if - you - blink - you'll
miss - me) in the bawdy film, The
Virgin Soldiers?
a. Bowie?
b. Bolan?
c. Alvin Stardust?
CARL KINGSTON rum a
mobile discotheque appropriately called Road

Runner.

He

work

DJ PICK OF THE WEEK

.

OUR DISCO top ten of the week comes from world
record holder Tony Santos. As reported a couple of
weeks ago, Tony set a new lecord for playing singles
and albums at Gulliver* In London. After completing
no. less than 72 hours slaving over a hot turntable,
Tony tells us be went to sleep for four days! Anyway,
he's back at work In Guulvers, and he let us have the
current ten most popular singles at the club.
1

2
3
4

5
6

7
S

9

10

Sing Baby Sing
We Belong Together
I'm Nolan Love
Get Down Tonight
The Hustle
DiscoQueen

Fire

Lollipop
Disco Stomp
Break

Absolutely useless.

0-10

You mist have been trying to chat
up your next - door - neighbour and
forgot all about this quiz. Still, we'
suppose you had more fun than

,__ ,a.}

:

-

--

..

+

most!
11.20. . - Not bad at all, at least
you knew moreihan the other lot.
If it was luck, you certainly hit
upon a lucky streak, unless of
course. the booze helped you guess
the correct answers!
21 and over
.
.
Wunnerful,

wunnerful. .YOU. HIT THE

JACKPOT. The star of the show.
-You're so smart Alecky you'll more
than likely be walking around with
shoulders back and head held high.
Well, just get knotted!

iiiii ii+,''
.

Wetting

up

his

of

Baileys, all In Hull

-a4 R

10CC

KC and the Sunshine Band
Van McCoy
Hot Chocolate
Ohlo Players
Llmmle and The Family Cooking
Hamilton Bohannon
Aphrodltes Child

tie

hottest sound behind you.
you can based in front of you.
Marshall gore you a lanky.
noIhlls s+sal-shit, in full
colour. Small, medmm and
large. For only C 1.50. Also.
ant a Marshall Badge'
A fen are left at only IOp. Postal Orders, site and quantity to
ROSeMorns. (Dept, I) 32/34 Gordon )louse Read, Nuy5. or
a enable from your local dealer

E.

A bigger better
disco service
RECORD MIRROR will appear weekly, o' Clock Thrill etc), gles before they -are
here.
starts a' bigger together with a Hamiltone will be bring his released
There will be news,
better disco section great new column by a tensiv n ANDl dge sh
of views, and gossip from
at the end of this ace record expert _ discos to this revamped the disco world, plus
month.
-.James Hamilton.
page. As well as record Invaluable tips for all
reviews, Hamilton will re types of operators.
The brains behind
From June 28, as many
Introduce his Straight
James Hamilton has
of Capital Radio's
promised, the , na- classic record shows From The States feature, been a DJ for 15 years,
in New York at the
tional 'disco chart (Cruising - Three previewing American ail - was
birth of the first soul

r

J
.

I

During the past six
months Carl has been a
regular member of a
panel bf DJs on BBC

Radio Humberside's

"Platter Chatter" show, a

weekly singles review
programme. Just for the
record he has a collection
of over 3,000 singles, and
also possesses a Roger
Squire Jingle machine
used In conjunction with
extensive

range

of

tailor-made Jingles,

which he incorporates in

all his shows.

wish to register as

chart.

CARL KINGSTON

an

ru v

%;

own

mobile unit in Hull. His
first step freelancing as a
DJ was last year when he
went to work In the
Playtime Disco in Oslo.
On arrival back In
England, he became the
resident DJ at Scamps in
Hull for eight months. He
then went on to work ,in
Tiffanys, Bali Hal and

p -R

,
;.,,

round Europe's top discos
for IDEA.
Carl Is just 20 years old
and has been a DJ for the
past four years. His first
venture as a DJ was the

The Stylistics
Dizzy Heights

Gott.
iton-1
Now, you not only have

c-2.

BEEP BEEP

Club in Tromso, Norway,
where he will be resident
DJ fora month.
He then travels to
Denmark to work In
another Discotheque, and
he will later work his way

'

'
SCORE
1. a-2, b-3, c-1. 2. a-2, b-1, c-3. 3.
a-2, b-1, c-3. 5. a-2,
4.
a-3, b-2, c-1.
b-3, c-1. 6. a-3, b-2, c-1. 7. a-1, b-3,

i...__......

recently

an audition to
for IDEA (International Discotheque and
Entertainment Agency),
Copenhagen - based
organisation and commences his first contract
In early June at the Hawk
passed

Jo

4. Which nationality Is the
delicious Sylvia of Y Viva Espana?
a. Spanish?
b. Hindu?
c. Swedish?
5. Who had a hit with Spirit In
The Sky back in 1970?
a. The Beatles?
b. Norman Greenbaum?
b. Johnny Yellowbefy?
6. Who had a hit with the
controversial ditty My Ding A
Ling?
a. Chuck Berry?
b. Gene Vincent?
c. Johnny Jingle?
7, Who is the famous fashion
designer, Jeff Banks, married to?
a. Dusty Springfield?
b. Sandie Shaw?
- c. Mary Quant?

1975

a

contributor to RM's national weekly disco;

became librarian for
CapltalRadio.
To ensure that every DJ
has a chance to contribute
to RM's new flat-Mull

NAME

ADDRESS
-CLUB

Telephone (honie)

(club).

,

SIGNED

disco chart we are

printing the reglstrauon
form again. There wtli be
no other chance to
register and DJs should
complete the form immediately and return it at

Authorised by
club manager.

{sta=!I

boom, became one of the
best known and moat
exclusive travelling DJs,
and more recently he

Printed chart
returns will be subsequently mailed to
once.

ÑAME

SIGNED
a= MN"

~~~~~~~~t

i

contrlbu bra In time for
the first chart tot apps
on June ZS,
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ARROWS' SING1.32 ranter b date
has maw thus HIT (A Tomb Too
Morb). MLSS (Tougher.
Leal Night With You). Now
their fourth ~me. 1 here
Roil and the question will
and bnek the pattern. or a
continue

U.

-

-

it?

Alan Merrill. Arrow
lend singer and ba is.
surpriedegly doesn't have
high hopes fork.
We're a bit chagrined,- says be. Putting
K mildly, bemuse it isn't
getting m y airplay and
R's all the more amoylag
became we deliberately
took some rudeness out d
the lyrics no that it would
get played.
What rudeness?
"A couple of lines
'rm going to take you
home. bemuse I don't
want to ?deep ak,ne'
But that's quite tame.
Are you are it wouldn't
get past the Heeb'a

= ArroWs miss bull's-eye
BUT,FIND
TARGET
"I made three albums
there. The find was a
baroque rock kind of
thing, the second a folk
rock album and the third
was my Ziggy Stardust, a
Lou Reed-Ish, Bowie.iah
album.
"I did my Ziggy trip
and 'broke up the band'
before Bowie did," he

't

mesons

-

usually right Our pro deem Mick
Most still
redoes it might make
SO
do the other two
members d the group. I
may not have bees
around the music business in England for very
long but I've been around
a long time elsewhere. I
think I can read all the
signs and I read this one
as belag an empty
firecracker.
was origlaaHy
intended to be the B-side.
We worked on the other
side, called Brakes Down
H ear. for 56 hours and
did six different versions
d it, but then we did I
Love Rork 'o' Roll in not
rnwb more than an hour

i.
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them
-Mack "
So what do you do Hl

Love Roth.' Rd doeat
take off? Flip the record
bad again
promote
the other side?
"Ns. we wait do that.
It this me deceit do

self

a

because his record

company wouldn't put his
albunn out In Britain.
But why, one wonders,
did he give up all that to
move Into the lightweight

YT:y:r
as

and it sounded mud
more commercial than
the other we so we made

with

denouncing smile. The
reasons for calling a halt
in Japan were basically
dissatisfaction with the
amount of money coming
in and being disgruntled

7-

r '...
s

.

says
e

ea

\

t

n,

Ray
Fox -Cumming

W

Ir.

0

F am

it wouldn't.
By Me thetaey perhaps,"
he adds with a wry grin.
"hut Arrows, not"
Tie new single bas only
Ned by as

been out a lew days, so
isn't it passmble, Alan, that
you are writing it off a
little too early?
"Well. I'm the pessimist of the group
hot I'm

.!?

ti

wrong. The frustration of
getting a flop after a hit is

enough to break some
groups up
but not un.
We've found a sense of

-

THEIR

-

breakup, they are

with Arrows?
"Bemuse I grew up in
The Beetle. era with all
the screaming girls and
that . . . and the whole
thing has been a source of
mystery and fascination
to me ever sines.

direction now, Stickle
Most still has faith in ps
and we still have faith In
ourselves."

That faith is, for the
time being, pinned solely
on singles.
There's no
question of an album until
the singles position boa
been consolidated and
there's no plan for the
group to do another tour.
Their first, earlier this
year you may remember,
played to half empty
houses.

It strikes me," says
Alan, "that if you are
purely a singles band you
don't sell that many
concert tickets. We don't
and neither, for Instance,
do Pilot. Groups like
Queen and Cockney
Rebel, on the other hand,
who get hit a ibu on as well
as singles, can do sellout
lours.

Cabaret

zone

aythmg. we'll record wade oe important step
~ether nog mad pet it forward. We have sat
out quid - within a doss and talked things

am,W

out and we've now

Got Till You Lose It. It
was a hit, but it'. not that

well remembered,

think there's

a

so

I

good

retsed exactly who we chance that we can make
Sock 'a'
does start are. Tzars important - It our song. "
geW.g played well go smac groups never
A lot of people may not
alsg with it al the way. realbe who they are,
know it, but Arrows now
tat I tliMk ira ~My
"We have get this are a our cry musically
good thing tor as that its Image awl obviously the from what its three
sal gettlag played. mole has got to go with members, Alan, Jake and
Perhaps H la tea raanüy the image. rm mandent Paul used to do. They
a record loe star imam. that mr amt single will have all, at one time or
aai persanualy I Yak he a hit. It's gang lo be another, played in heavy
we're better off with
ballads.

"We have, however.

a
old song Mleklea
food for m mllod You

bands and Alan used to be
a huge semi heavy atar in

Dm't Know What You've Japan.

"Basically,
to do
trip."
Wanted

really

I
a

Herd

Ah yen. Peter Frampton, face of 'lilt and all that
. but the Ilerd only had
two hits!

"I, know." says Alan,
"and", he adds with a
grimace, "Arrows have
had two hits. But If
anyone thinks we're
going to go under and

"We are thinking

though of doing some
cabaret work, but for any
live work in future we'll
augment the band. We're
not Cream and even H we
were brilliant musicians
i1 wouldn t make any
difference. The people
who come to see Arrows
don't care II we play our
instruments at all. Extra
musicians will not only
help to improve the sound
but they'll also give as
more freedom to jump
around more, which, let's
face It, Is what our fam

want"

611
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The King of the disco's
get
has áhew
u aril dancé album
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Prbducad by Biddu

J 11es is one of our best home
grown talents and proves iron
every ttátk of this album"
Recor 'tlirror 31:5.75.
"Mr.

SOUL
BUSTERS
RECORDS
Also available on Precision Tapes cassettes and cartridges.
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load have

been
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%pail le, but look

very fresh. There are ro, signs of t elh.wiag teeth. black
heads or muhnutritiw,. In fart each sad every .see of
them mold get away with
Yr Klima ad, if they
wa mock Me extra cash.
John Springate. your average wide grin. sparkle
eyed pretty pup tells me that Glasgow's Apollo has so
far been the hest gig but there's something about a
Geordie that brings out the best m the band and they
are look Mg forward to tonight's stow
"Apparently. lots of
bands are having trouble
selling their concerts."

b

dig

-

"By all

they say.

accounts us and the

Rollers are the only rows
who aren't faced with that
problem. We serum to be
pulling everyone. In-

cluding boys.

Umm,

better re- phrase that: we
seem to be getting a tit of
guys in our audiences.
Don't want anyone lo get
the wrong impression,
dearie.
Pete says he went to see
Pilot m London recently
and the hall was half full_
"It was such a shame."
he says. "but that's life.
You can't walk before you
crawl ya know. If they'd
have done the ballroom
circuit first there'd have
hen. no problems-"
The Glitter Band love
touring. but claim there's
oo money to be made an
the road.
"you're lucky if you

break even _ . . even!".
Gerry says with already so - soon gestores-"There's so many overheads like hotel bills, road
crews' a -ages. hall fees.
that it's impossible to
make a profit. Let's just
say It's great promotion.
People come to see you
and then maybe they buy
the albums_'
Says Pete: "It ran get a
bit hectic (snore). Somme times I wake up and
wonder where lam_ This
can prone very embarrassing If I'm on stage, he
he he he

he.

.

_

"

Do you stay in the best
hotels. or are they the one
star jobs?

Hoteliers
"Oh no". says John in a
la di doll accent "We
stay in all the Holiday
Inns. dear. Nothing but
the best
"A lot of hoteliers are
wary of bands, and some
are a Mlle fart out when
they see us youngsters
with a coons bob in our
pockets. They expect us
to get all dressed up in
suits and ties to eat in
their restaurants but col

the

place_

"Why. one of our mates
has fitted his house with
Holiday Inn carpet, and
he has a lovely colour TV

'And look at that
bloke's car in front" says
beady - eyes again, never
missing a trick- "He's got
a GB sticker on his boot I
suppose he's one of our
fans."
Talking of fans. It's
a

lot of

young girls banging

we

a

drink and

Much to the Glitt's
annoyance these finger wagging nag - bags
usually have the audacity
to ask for their autographs: "Yin know what
they're after when their
voices change. 'can I
possibly have your autograph for me daughter'."
That really gels us
!tumours have It that
most bands wreck their
hotel rooms
However,
.

the

Glitter Rand say they

4

great feat.. The band

realise this and are not
out to prove they're the
tee0ys` answer to Zeppelin. Their main aim in to
entertain and that's what
they are good at
OK, sometimes their
music is slightly muffled,
on Tell Him for example,
but this volatile band
usually come up with a

winner after the odd
bummer. Pete Phipps'
compo entitled All My
Love for Instance Is a
dreamy quasi - ballad
with a rock steady bell
performed most poignantly and very skilfully,

Baffling
They also cover a lot of
old standards which I find
baffling since they are
capable of writing altrat.
live tunes themselves.
But the material they
choose mingles with their

natives of

the atmosphere

In

the music

from sagging In parts.
Musically they're no

-the'

Cods was far from
electric, but downstairs

own stuff; especially
things like The Everly's.
Dream, with John and
Gerry doing some won
derful harmonising.
"Now, are ya se
right?" asks Gerry. "I
nearly didn't make It
tonight 'cm I was a little

bltW..
A

.

'

sympathlaing AIWH

can be heard before the
band launch Into Angel
Face, that distinctive
pop, bubble and squeak
etude. Everything in the
Glitt's garden seems very
rosy, but they do make
one or two mistakes. The
number which went
totally wrong was The
Tears I Cried, with

te

out

a
untoofgetherun backingplus.

Up
as

ill

very

this point It was

straight as

a dye, but.

surprise, surprise, before
the group leave the stage

John begins to get really
heavy
I mean Ireakin'
out and acting like a real
rock head. He Mattes the
amp with his guitar a la

-

r

Gerry. "They come

have

lift, saving

un-

Gerry's guitar slightly

cuts in

around at nine m the
morning and tell us to get
up so they can clean the
room. Trouble is we
never go to bed till gone
three, because after a gag
we like to unwind and

Ellison plays a mighty
fine sax, which gives their
overall sound a total face

skins while Harvey

don't have any

"The chambermaids

wont."

right because

groupies. they seem to
Dock to the heavier

Whiney. how do they
expect us to leak smart
after we've been travelling a couple of hundred
miles. All we want to oo er
get smmethin In our
bellies before a gig_
are the

three minute stints.

But there's something
about half empty places
that makes people fell,
um. depressed and
lonesome. It's true to say

around after a show. Are
they gym- slip groupies?
"Much to our chagrin

Is

much more Impressive
than on their Top Of The
Pops appearances and
the band shouldn't be
judged by those feeble

Newcastle and not surprisingly are getting a
very good reception from
the audience.
Pretty maids all In a
row are wearing glitter on
their cheeks. Little do
they know that there have
been problems back stage in the Glitter camp:
the truck carrying the
front so that they are
altogether and now the
gaps are less obvious.

TO THE COMMON
MARKET.
"That's it luv, keep it
up," shoutsGerrv.

Their

powerful driving heat

Drummers Pete Phipps
and Tony Leonard bash
the daylights out of their

who are

pavement where an old
lady stands with a Union
Jack banner saying NO

the hall.

around

Just winding up their
act are Fogg, a mediocre
rock - a - boogie band,

smashing

doorman's uniform."
says John. jokingly_ "It's
a perfect fat."
"Hey look at that
woman over -there." Pete
says pointing to the

obvious you have

Their glistening apparel
shimmers In the spotlight,
sending rays of lights

scathed.
The squalid room with
its dirty walls Is scarcely
the last word in glamour.°
A large bottle of whisky
and cans of coke are
delivered plus a bagful of
Wimpys as there's no
time to have a slap - up
meal.
Meanwhile back
on the outside, kids,are
and
still screaming
shouting, utmost banging
wild
their
with
in
the door
enthusiasm. In Newcastle City Hall nothing,
not even yer Mother, is
sacred.
ON STAGE

a few towels, but
that's nothing unusual- I
reckon that if year were to
visit most groups' hawses
you'd find Holiday inn

a

school Choir In an end
of term musical,
Fortunately they daft
wait long. The Glitter
Band are on and ready to
start their first number.
a

which says: "We're
apart",

dressing rooms

pinch

have

want the GLIT
TER BAND oh yesswinwe
do", theynotsing In unison,
sounding very pretty. Ilke

we
somehow or other the
manage to make It to

we break the odd plastic
cup, but accidents do
happen_ We may even

g

We

a cage
Er.
Our photographer, look
throws me a

they're

department
"We don't smash up our
hotel rooms," they say
indignantly. "Of course

room to

there's
a cat

a

gonna get ripped
but the boys tell us to stay
calm and not to panIC and

are well behaved in this

all over

bit of

Ica,

Echenberg

souvenirs

a

gourmet on the road,"
John tells me. "I'm fussy
and
about what I
grab a bite
always try
just
five,
ataround fourOr
t's
after a soundCheCk.
your
having
no good
a
around eight just before if
show . . . Especially
you've eaten beans!"
TICE DRESSING ROOMS
We arrive In Newcastle
around seven
crowd of young irty.are
outside the stage door.
"Oooh ain't he lovely."
peering
exclaim a hussy
at
through the car windowape
Gerry like he was an
M

by Jan Iles
Pies: Erica

"I

"Actually I'm

,

THURSDAY MORNING: DESTINATION NEWCASTLE.
WE WANDERLUST'S all pile into the Glitter Rand's green
Range Rover like it's a hokum for Cary On Up The
Motorway. There are three Glitters, one radié and two
Record Mirror stffeurs. Ouch. very cramped. Pete Phipps
squashes one of my tender cheeks but says Pm not to worry.
"i'm a respectable married homosexual Iuv," he jibes.

1175

Pete Townsend and

1

smashes it to smithereens
before throwing the left
overs to the vultures out

band's PA broke down in
the middle of no - where.

What happened was the

truck's bearings went

hands. If we want a bit of
action we have to go lo the
local disco al ter a show."
Says John: "On this
tour a lot of fans have'
been booking into the
hotels and faking up the

causing the van to catch
fire. Nasty biz. But the

roadies

tole a one floor. During
the night they sneak auto(
'

What abet the other
thing that's close lo a
man's heart
food' Do
you enjoy the best amine
or do you have to resort to

-

burnt bangers and
beans?

-

before the guys took the
stage.
Lots of excited voices
buzz around the hall. The
moment they're waiting
for is just a kiss or two
away. To be on the safe
side I take to the circle
and find to my astonishment that it is only half

their rooms and try
finding us. It's quite
hinny.

being fast

thinking fellers hired a
number of small vans to
get' them to the gig, and
luckily they arrived just

-

full.

The tans move to the

front

Back at Camp things
are in a mess The
dressing room windows
have been smashed by a
few rough 'n' toughs and
there is shattered glass art
with
the floor m
empty hamburger bags
It smells of booze and
onions and sweat and
generally the aftermath
of

a

gig

isn't

a

erY

appealing sight
Finally the Glitter
Band bundle tato their
Range Rover to get to
their out. of - town hotel
Loyal fans chase it down
the street and into Me
night. "STOP STOPInto
they shout sobbing
their glitter. "PLEASE
DONT LEAVE US."

"
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At the Royalty Theatre,

London.Sunday June 8th.730pm
Support act Fogg

Tickets £1.00, £1.35, £1.75
from Box Office, Royalty Theatre, Kingsway, London WC2
and from usual agencies.
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FANTASTIC
THROUGH
PRECISION
ts.25. Included with each
tape will be a special card

Elvis Presley Today,

Still with Precision,
there's a tape - only

note ('up Of Tea.

special called 20 Monster
11 Its
'available, wtflch

includes tracks like
You're My First. My
Last, My Everything
(Barry White), Skiing In
The Snow (Wigan's

Ovation). Lucy In The

,

r

y.

American Gypsy and
Horslips' The Vittoria

For Ian Hunter fans,

the tape of the same name
Is released In cartridge
only, as is Billy Swarm's I
Can Help, Jeff Beck's
Blow By Blow and The
Intruders' Energy Of
lave. Other tape releases

both cartridge' and
cassette include two
albums from Tammy
on

'

Wynelte, who's also over
here doing a concert tour.
The tapes are The Beet Of

Tammy Wynette and

Woman To Woman. Other
goodies Include the new
.Tanis tape by Janis

oplln, which Includes
Interviews as well as new

J

recordings of scene of ner
classic numbers: The
Three Degrees' Take
Good Care Of Yourself
and Sly & The Family
Stone's High Energy.
From Decca. there's
the David Bowie special,
Images, consisting of his
work in the mid / late figs,
and Cat Stevens' View
From The Top. Duane

Eddy's Legend Of Rock I
presently only available
in cassette form. Omelette
only for Hamilton Bohan non's Insides Out, Gilbert
Becaud's A Little Love
And Understanding and
Arthur Brown's Dance.
But you can get lOce's
Gold Greatest Hits on
both cassette and car.
hedge.

Sky With Diamonds
(Elton John), Under My
Thumb (Wayne Gibson)
and The Way We Were

(Gladys Knight
Pips),

&

The

Motoring

said that they're unable to
send the posters and
booklets out at the same
time as the tapes because
of the risk of them going

-

astray. There will be no
extra charge for these
Items.

that purchasers should
send off in order to obtain
the poster and two 10 page booklets that go with
the tape. Precision have

available through Pre.
vision Tapes. The price Is
the same as the LP

l

_l

,

-

reviews of new cassettes and
cartridges as well as featuring
new low -price cassette and
cartridge machines.

a

monthly feature on new tape
releases, and tape news items
that are of interest to readers.

One of the most eagerly
aerated tape releases out
this month is Elton Johns
Captain Fantastic And
The Brown Dirt Cowboy,

-

-

i

Future issues will contain

STARTING this week, Record
be

p

I

.

Mirror will

-

4,4

91

,3v

.
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*

There are eight new
releases In Precision's
Motoring Melodies series
due out in June, Including
a

Dionne Warwtcke

compilation and another
one called Take The Drag
Out Of Driving, which

Jones

Includes tracks from

Loving Spoonful, Mango
Jerry and The Kinks
amongst others. Ali tapes
contain 25 tracks, but are
on sale at the same price
as a normal tape.
On EMI. one date to
watch for is June 20, when:
Mud Rock Vol. 2 is set for
release. Tracks include
The Secrets That You
Keep, Oh Boy, Diana,

f

D. e Ec..

J

a

J

Living Doll and Tobacco
Road.

If you're one of the
thousands who've gone
mad about the Whis.'
poring Grass single, then
you might like to know
that there's a cassette only release of the LP, It
:ain't half Hot Mum,
which was released In
record form in April.
Other releases from EMI

new
include / the
Wings tape,
McCartney

Venus And Mars, Carly
Simon's Playing Possum

and Judith Collins'
Judith.
Over In the RCA camp,
there'll be tape releases of

.w

..

y

.a

%.
V'

t

*l}

M

,

r

;

.w

110

f.'IL
Saver:

Just a few of the reasons
why our cassettes sound better t

'Dan

anyone else's.
t

".flP

_
/////.....

1,

"

THREE DEGREES

You'll find all new RCA cassettes recorded on the
famous super -quiet Dolby system
But other recording companies can claim that, too.
What no-one else can boast is the talent you hear on RCA tapes.
We've got people such as Sweet, Perry Como, John
Denver, Elvis Presley, Jim Reeves, Artur Rubinstein, The Tymes,

David Bowie, Glenn Miller and Jack Jones.
But to know just how fine RCA tapes can be you should
RCA
see the RCA tapes catalogue. It contains details of all the
on
tape
artists
Ask to see it at your local record shop today

non

CASSETTES AND CARTRIDGES

"

MUD

ARTHUR BROWN
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Smokey Robinson ..
right in the pocket

soul gossip
DUE FOR British

dr.

this Sumner:
KC
Tie Sunshine Rand, Millie
Jarlsaa, Iboms' W'arwicke. Limmie
nd P.nIy ('onkiae. and Jae Simon.
Setwad seed album for Tna Turner.
rorready working harder than ever as

I

by Giovanni Dadomo

re...oh of her Arid Queen role in Tommy.

will fralner largely British material
sorb as Stone's Under My

IT'S THREE years now since William
'Smokey' Robinson quit 'the Miracles In
order - as a news handout put it to spend
more time with his family and to
concentrate on his duties as Vice -President
of the Motown Corporation..
The self-enforced sabbatical didn't -of
course, stem Smokey's creative output; to
date he's put out three superb- solo alblurs'
Smokey, Pure Smokey, and more recently
and perhaps finest of all, Quiet Storm.

-

-

-

,

Like its two predecessors Quiet Storm has drawn rave reviews from press and fans alike; and in addition
it's also provided Smokey with his first hit single as a
solo artist), Baby That's Backatcha. And there's little
doubt that the success of the new album and single
have helped to bring about Smokey's return to live
performances. But the urge to get back on the boards
has been there awhile, as Smokey explained from his
L. A. offices;
"I really found that
within myself f missed it a
great deal. And inside
myself I was very lonely.
he miss, the
I've built' up a back doesn't
security - of having a ,
catalogue of new material
group around him?
over the last three years
"No
I really have
and I wanted very much
greater musical freedom
'to get back into it and to
now than I've ever had in
get back before the
my life and If I do make a
people. "mistake then it doesn't
He emphasises however
hurt anyone else." He
that he has absolutely no
intention of returning to -explains that he has a

\

-

TINA TURNER Second solo album

lbumh and Led Zep's Whole Latta
Loves Warner Bros recording Allen.
Twwaint's US tour for special promo
album that may yet end up as an official
release. Stevie Wonder and Wonder love played a free one hour concert
before 125.100 tans In Washington DC
where Stevie was honorary guest at
Onnsan Kindness Day celebrations.
oral Ohio Players album,
Tacky
Honey, features Playboy pimup Ester
('ordet wearing a great big smile and a
jar ad honey. Sounds fingerlekin' good.

do an endless procession

of one-nighters.

US,sóul.singles
r

1, (2) LOPE WON'T LET ME

WAIT, JIa{or Harris

2

3

(t) ROCKI. CHAIR.

Gwen

)IeCrae
II) GIVE THE PEOPLE
WHAT. THEY WANT.

O'Jay'

4 1103

ME AND MRS JONES,

--Ron

Banks and

'Dramatics
S

6

The

SPIRIT OF THE
Ill
BOOGIE. Root and The

(-)Gana.
KEEP

THE HOME
FIRES BURNING. Lath

more
7
(8) CUT THE CAKE. Aver
are White Band
81-I LOOK AT ME (I'M IN
LOVE). Momenta
9

13)

10

I-1

BABY THAT'S B.ACK-

ATCH A. Smokey Robinson
THE N.A\- WE %%ERE I
TRY TO REMEMBER.
Glad's Knight and The
Pips

two girl singers =

and
the

i

same people he used on

-

Quiet Storm, In fact but
that doesn't mean he can
hide behind the other
people on the stage with

him.

And

speaking of the

stage show leads us
straight back to Quiet
Storm.

for me", says Smokey,
"on this one I feel like I'm

finally

in my own
I
particular pocket
don't think I quite had it
on the first two, but this
time I feel I'm almost
there. It takes a lot of
trial and error but you
eventually reach your

-

"This latest album- a , pocket
Another reason for his
real musical Innovaon

-

the only

Another plan on the
cards for him Is to write
for T G Sheppard, a new
Motown artist whose roots

"However, doing it this

"I definitely want to write

Selected
This was

are In Country music.
"Yeah", says Smokey.

reason he split with the
Miracles when he did:
'

"I've had a few offers to
play a pimp or some guy
who's Involved In dope.
but I'm rot interested in
movie.' that exploit ghetto
Uro
films about crime
and prostitution are just
cheapies to me. I'd rather
play just an ordLoary
black cat, a doctor or a
lawyer maybe."

Country

-

and then
becomes a job
it becomes a bug.

Album picks

-

combo

"I don't think I'll ever
tour extensively again.
Because if you're working
every night it soon

-

ROBBY WOMACK: I Don't Know What
Tie World la (:ruing To (VAG 29782).
another fine album from one of the
mast neglected giants of contemporary
SomL covering a wide palette of moods
and ernotiow from catchy up -tempo
bumpers (Put Sorrthin! Down On It)
tuaty quasi-iostrumneotals (Oit It) and
plaintive, steamy ballads that prove
that nobody can ache quite like Bobby
the N. Stop wasting time on third - rate
taro-nee imitators, get into the real
thing
Hobby's remake of the
Yalentino's ,It's AD Over Now (costarring Bill Wilber.) is a must for
anybody's soul bag, hi Mt Check ft Out
is a strutter that demands your doing
just that G-rr-r'eat stuff-as Terry The
Tiger awed tosay.

seven -piece

return to live dates is the
fall In his administrative
duties at Motown.
"My office was originally designed for the
Induction of new talent,
bulthings have expanded
so rapidly that we now
have a whole group of
people who specialise In
that area and I don't have
that much to do at all
just sign a few cheques
now and then", he adds,
with a chuckle.
This new freedom has
given Smokey a lot of time
to think about his own
career. He wants, he says.
"to be an all-round
entertainer. I want not
only to sing but to act as
well." He has been
studying drama of late
and has already landed a
couple of parts in
American TV shows. He's
had a few movie offers
too, but none that he's
accepted so far.

for TG
great story -lines in
some songs

way, doing selected dates
makes it fun to do."
The important question
of course., is if he'll he
paying us a visit. His

comment was very
promising. "My man-

agers have been talking
about coming to England
and Japan later this year,
and if everything works
out

I'll be right over."

Mention

of England

causes Smokey to recall
the last time he was over.
It was in 1968 with the
Motown Revue. It was
also the last time that

Smokey's wife Claudette
did any Rve work, and
speaking of the lady,
Smokey mentions that
he'll be working on an
album with Claudette In
the next few weeks.
Good news that, considering how Smokey's kept
himself pretty much to
hlmselcrecentiy, whereas
at one time he was one of
Motown's,most prolific hit

writers. Would this

indicate involvement with
other Motown acts In
future?
"Most of them have
been pretty well covered
with writers and producers", Smokey beings,
'but I do pian to write for
G C Cameron and Thelma
Houston in particular "
Coming back to his
return to the stage,

because they have some

HERE IT is, this week and
every week, the Wigan Casino
chart, compiled from record plays by
DJs at the Mecca of British soul.
None of these records, however, are on
current release. They are either imported from
abroad or have been -deleted and no longer
produced, and can only be found in specialist
record shops.
But who knows,the obscurity of today could well be the
chart hit of tomorrow.

/

(6) Ran (In You
(I) The Day My Heart Stood Still
(5) I'm Coming Home In The Morning
(7) Zaht
(3) Cracking Up

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

(-)
(10)

9

(4)
(2)

10
12
13
13

15
18
17
18
19

20

a

(II) I'm Leaving

8

11

Chuck Jones & Co,

(

-

)

(8)

(9)

(-)
(-)
(1t)

(14)
(18)

(-)
(-)

There Must Be A Love Somewhere
,IawsOf Love
Get Out
Going To A Go Go
You Didn't Say A Word
The Best Thing For You Baby
On The Road To Ruin
.
Long Gone
Spellbound
Mother In law
Contact.
I'll Ai. ays Love You
Send Ilim Back
I Don't W ant To Discuss It

-TheSnake
Condition Red

HOT TIPS

OlileJackson
Lou Pride
King Errison
Tommy hunt
William hunt
Ede Robin

-

Marble Heart
Tommy Hunt
Sharonettes
v
Yvonne Baker
Gloria Parker
Fsarl WYight Orchestra
Debbie Fleming (Import)
Tamiko Jones
Soul Fox Orchestra

Three Degrees
Sam Moultrey
Pointer Sisters

Instigation

_
Kevin King Lear (Route)
Footsy (Tan gsong)
Compiled by Russ Winstanley and Richard Smarting

Country music. I think a
lot of writers could learn a
great deal from listening
to Country music.
But although Gauntry

may

provide fresh

sources of inspiration for
a man of such consid-

erable talents, Smokey's
major strength comes
from his strong religious
beliefs, beliefs that he's
proud to talk about.
"My real inspiration
comes from the Lord , .
I don't need a special time
or place to write because

it comes directly from
God. And I always tell
people that because I

want, people

to know,

because there

aren't

enough people around
who believe to God right
now,
7b end on a'lighter
topic, maybe you'd, like to

know where

William-

Robinson picked up that
famous Smokey tag.
"Oh", he laughs, "that
came from my uncle,

Claude Robinson-

started Calling

He

me

Smokey Joe when I was
about two years old and
when I was thirteen or so
It was a bIJ too long so It
got shortened to
Smokey. "

NFCOqO

tif/qqOq
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79?5

from
WOMACK
album

successor,

BOBBY
thelatestnaturalbyWomack's
single,

This, Cooke's even latest
His isonly
Sam
is exceptional
standards.
ITOUT", tracks.
a
high
from
incredible
"CHECK
11
of album,
THE
one
unique
A
artiste! WHATTO
unique KNOW
COMING
I DON'T IS
WORLD
29762
UAG

BURCH
á

'
VERNON
19, andthe musicmember,an

,

already

of -Kays with that
only
veteran ex-Bar debuts album,
him
scene, Burch strong
place
soul
Vernon
YOUR
exceptionally
greátest
immediately
BE
must
"I'LL featuresNOBODY",
alongside.the also TELL the man
performers.
from the
on
GONNA
single
SUNSHINE"
guitar
U.K.
"AIN'T
lead
first
the played
Theme. SÚNSHINE
who
YQUR
SHAFT
BE
I'LL 29743
UAS

Y"

,[

i.Ci-

"hottest"
followtheir
MANDRILL
ofAmerica's is the chart
One

"SOLID",
highforU.A., album
and
bands,
States,distinctive
1st release
5consecutive
in the very
up to
smashers
Mandrill's
sound:
lights funk

street
SOLID
29786
UAS
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America
on the
Beatles

trail

AMERICA'S music portrays walks in the country
where the crickets are a -croaking; sipping
Knickerbocker Glories on the front porch and
pleasure rides in open -top jalopies.
Their pretty, albeit twee tunes are firm
favourites with the young Yankee who enjoys the
tranquility of America's music after a hard day's
mugging.
"I don't know why we're so popular", says the somewhat
bewildered Dewey Bunnell. "I suppose It's
because we think exactly
like the average Joe on
the streets and we ale
able to put Into words
their hopes. dreams and
desires or whatever. "
As Dewey says, It's,
hard to pin -point their
winning Ingredient but
whatever formula they
use, It's earning them
great respect and a lotta
dollars to boot.
The first album, called
America. from golden
boys Gerry Beckley. Dan
Peek and the aforementioned Dewey Bunnell

went gold

for

sales

by Jan Iles
exceeding one million.
The subsequent Homecoming, Hat -Trick and
Holiday wefe also bull-

seyes and sold enough, to

get into

the

American

chart. Their singles
success is even more
Impreaslve, nine gold

17

Thal can be seen as a comment on the lack of
as a re-education
talent
:genera ti
this predominantly fine
new veneration with tore
a
Whatever
the reason, the Inbakb of oldies.
creasing frequency with which oldies have
the charts

No Name, which estabfished us in Britain and
consequently blew up out_
of all proportion. So to be

absolutely candid, we

,Let m e
-

aga

of the

-

re-released

moment. There are only
five bona fide re-releases
i.e. same song by the
same artist. The first one
we should mention of
rourse is Stand By Your
Man by Tammy Wynette.
This!uas been released in

17

Britain every year since

1998,

stayed

the chart

11

weeks on

and It's

approaching that again
this year.
This Is the third time
round for Jackie Wilson's
I

Get The Sweetest

Feeling, a song co -written
by a mysterious person,
Evelyn, and Van McCoy
who himself has entered
the charts with The
Hustle. Anyway, I Get
The Sweetest Feeling, by
Wilson was first released

England when Dewey
was still In short pants
and didn't return until
their lad reached his

"I really

Ilke Eng-

of 'em

a

lot of TV

Wive appeared on shows

with Bob Hope, John

,

it
i
3

.

i
-y

Franklin. Nowadays
people are beginning to
take ,us seriously and
treat us with respect

where before a lot of them
thought we were like the

'

Dewey explained: "We
were in LA looking for a
producer Producing our
own work took up too
much time and we found
we were neglecting our

writing and singing.
Anyway, George was in
LA collecting two acade-

Aíchies or somethln'. "
To prove that 'they,
aren't just Imitations of
cartoon cut-outs America
have gotten together with
the Illustrious George
Mart n, best remembered
fords work with the
Beatles. George has
already produced -two of
their albums and it now
looks as though his
relationship with America Is pretty steady.

awards for Paul
McCartney's Live And
Let Die theme song and
my
we

invited him around to

the office.
"It was a hot day and
when he came by he took
off his coat and his shoes
plonked himself down In a
chair and listened to some

of-our stuff. Much to our
amazement he said he'd
go for Wand In the spring
of '74 we did the Holiday
album at Air Studios,
Oxford Street, with him
producing. He also
produced and arranged
our latest album Hearts,
here in LA Now we're
looking forward to doing a

and

third album together.
which we'll probably do
In Jamaica." Has Mr

.

Martin had any profound

affect

That just leaves us with
a few loose ends to tie up.
Eric Clapton's Swing law
Sweet Chariot is an old
hymn, so If you Want to
class that as a rerelease
then you're welcome. You
can certainly say Whitt
peeing Grass Grass Is a
cover though, because
that was originally done
by the Ink Spots way hack
in the forties. John
Lennon's Stand By Me Is
another old song, oriel
!tally recorded by Ben E.
f
King.
ís.
There Is one absolute
re-release pretty new to
made 841 in the US chart
charts
You've Iasi
but was never released the
That laving Feeling by
here in single form.
Telly Savalas.
Now. as Frank Sinatra put out by The Originally
Righteous
is currently ploughing his
Brothers In January.
way around Europe. it
1985, it entered the charts
that
appropriate
seems
on January 23, the same
two of his old tracks
day as another versi,n by
should find themselves In Cilia Black, The Right
the charts, though under eons Brothers reached
new ownership. Let Me Number One while
Try Again by Tammy took number two. It Cilla
was
Jones was a main feature rereleased by The
of Sinatra's live act on his Righteous Brothers In
return from retirement, a 19:4 entering the Cha eta In
sort of reply to My Way.
March. Cilia obviously
The other Sinatra song had had enough of the
Is Send In The Clowns
song and didn't venture
which is at present a hit another release.
for Judy Collins. Sinatra
So that's it unless you
had a brief flirtation with
want to know about. Andy
the son g in his live act and
Williams' You lay So
It also appeared un an
album. But its origin was Easy On My Mind which
has been covered fly
the Broadway muaicai .A
Little Night Manic, and Conway Twttty, Loretta
the song is featur, I on the
Lynn, and MlkI and Grill.
k
al- No Well turn to the next
show's soundt

MCA in 1989, then on

and now In 1975.

Finally, this is the
fourth time round for
Tammi Lynn's I'm

Gonna Run Away From
You. Originally released
In February 1988 on
Atlantic It failed to reach
the UK charts. Then In
April 1971, on Polydor It
reached number II.
appeared a third tone in
November 91 and now It's

hit again in 1975.
The remaining 12 songs
have all appeared on
reword before but sung by
a

different artists than

with

rock 'n' roll songs from
the fifties. Mud's Oh Boy
Is of course the Buddy
Holly classic. It wasn't
orillen by him, but
became a well-known

album and live track,
though it was never
released by Holly alone as
a single in this country.
However Holly's group
The Crickets released It
as a single at the
beginning of 1955, when it
reached number three in
the UK charts.
Two years later, in 1960,
Eddie Cochran came
along with his original'
version of the present,
Shan eddywaddy hit.

died shortly after their
respective songs were
originally released.'

Three Steps to Heaven,
which rose W number'
three. Sad thing is that
both Holly and Cochran

Seasons
The Four Seasons are
doing well out of the
-of re.
In more ways

current batch
releases

For Frankie
Valli, their lormer lead
than one.

singer, It Is second time
round for his current hit
The Night, though originally to 1972. It wasn't so
big. Also while he was

atlll with the Four

Seasons, Mr Valli had a
huge American hit in 1965
the
with Bye Rye Baby
Rollers' current success.
Although it was released

-

In this

-

F

Showaddywaddy. old

Brunswick in 1972. when
it reached number nine,

associated

"We do

work", says Dewey, "and

-

¢

them now. Perhaps the
two most obvious covers
are those by Mud and

Thorpe

those

sunshine.

Wayne and Aretha.

on America's
music, I wondered?
"Oh yeah. For a start
he has Increased our
confidence -which in turn
has improved our music.
I personally think
that
he's one of the greatest
musicians of our time.

-

by Martin
on

sometime in October.
That way we can get to
see everybody."
Also on theagenda Is a
world tour In 1976, to
commemorate America's
two. hundred years of
independence. But for the
remaining half of '75 they
are staying In the LA

try a g a i n
anda g a ñ

singles-all

and

A year before that
Bobby Goldsboro hit the
charts with honey.
It reached
number two in May of

left

he said fondly. "A
lot of my friends are over
there, like John Martyn,
and my parents too, so
we're hoping to come over
and do a quick ten days

land",

'

released by the artists
covering them at the

Dekker And the Aces.

n,

Bunnell family

A checklist

The majority of the
songs were not originally

then was Desmond

Short pants
Actually Dewey was

-

over the past few years
has accelerated to a peak
at the present time.

Its debut appearance in
19841 and has been a hit
every year in the States.
The Israelites by
Desmond Dekker is a
former UK hit from April.
t969 when It reached
Number One. The name

-

teens.

new

the States

ourselves
falling in love with the
place
that was six
years ago, and we're still
very much Content with
our lifestyle over here",
explained Dewey.

they just gigged around
the Continent doing the

In England,
du? ng the band's high
school days. For a time

formed

this week there are no fewer than
songs on re-release.

both

found

and

born in Yorkshire and has
'an English mother. The

511

In

promptly offered them a
recording contract.
"After touring Britain
and the Continent with
Cat Stevens. Elton John
and Family, plus doing
gigs in the Marquee and
the Oval, we released our

escaped to Los Angeles

In the past five
years!
But let's begin at the
beginning. America was. first single, Horse With

discs

NOTICED SOMETHING familiar
the charts recently :' Well that
because in the UK tóp
sn't

appeared

odd flash gig until they
met up with the likes of
Les Brown, Derek Taylor
and other such wordly
lop-knobs of the Warner
Brothers empire, all of
whom noted potential and

country as a single,

It failed to make any deep
impact on the charts,
unlike The Osmonds' The
Proud One. When it was
released by The Four
Seasons back in 198a It

-

-

bum.

page then.

Icing

"George kinda puts the
icing on a song. What I
mean by that Is he knows
what's deep inside the
singer or the songwriter
and he puts the finishing
touches to make that song

really

come alive, to
become more palatable, if
you like- "
Dewey, Gerry and Dan
have written all their own
material, with the exception of a few esoteric
singles. The bulk of their

compositions are lighthearted, florid offerings
with not much spit.
I asked Dewey baby if
he ever felt like doing
something really shocking like abandoning their
sunshine orange Image
and becoming more like
bitter lemon.
His reply is predlotableand his reaction one of
anger. I thought I,e would
break up!
"We don't consciously
go out of our way to do
anything. our music just
comes soda natural. If
we wanted to shock
anyone that too will have
to come natural."
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LIMES.

In next
week's issue

ROLLERS
M

/

HAM -

ERSMITH

THE BATTLE OF

ODEON

THE PIPERS looked

resplendent as they came
on stage equipped with
bagpipes and drums;
their kilt swaying as
they walked. But not a
note could be heard.
Rollers fans were scream.
Mg for "M oody" or "Les"
or some other member of

MUD ON
THE .FLAT -

TRlJ

the band.
On Sunday

night the
Rollers supporters were a
force to be reckoned with.
Talk about hard, loud.
rough and tough. If you
stared al one of them.
you'd get their fist In yor

At the Derby
that. is!

THE OSMONDS: heart failure

a

º

face.

Millen those bonny
bairns walked on stage all
hell was let loose. The
kids at the front surged
forward
it was even
reported afterwards that

-

an over

111ES®®®

1

1;.1"S

zealous fan had
jumped from the circle to
V

k
Y

1
'

.

n

Rolling ,out
the réplies : .
BCR ANSWER BACK

i_'.

Tommy Wynette
on divorcing her

be

tr

her

idols.
i -.'r
Subsequently the concert had to he stepped because
the supporter. up front
wouldn't stay in their
lr
seats. The Rollers them.
selves seemed over -awed
BAY CITY ROLLERS: resp lendant
by the fans' wild reaction
' Les
seemed In good
July. A big mistake .. .
and many a time Eric,
Mare this the fans had
Les and Alan were pulled spirits as he skipped and
hopped like a eat on hot
been crying with ecstasy
into the audience as they
bricks across the stage.
and Joy. Now they were
chanced their luck by
walking to the edge of the Eric was perhaps the one crying because their
with most charisma. he dream boys were leaving
cat walk to shake hands
had only to wave to the
Britain, fog far off places.
with the odd Roller freak.
Gods and the whole circle
When the show ended,
As for the music you
just couldn't hear it. were up on their feet and crowds of Roller replicas
lined the hail's car park.
Their mini amps looked wetting their bloomers.
They ended with All Of
Hordes of them literally
lost on the vast stage and
Me Loves All Of You (I
laid on the pavements
had they used better
equipment their songs think!) and before they sobbing like It was the end
started the song Eric of the world.
might have been heard
happened to mention their
"Oh my Les is going to
over the screaming and
leaving for America in
the States, what am
the wailing.

-

RICK WAKEM aN / Empire Pool
M embley
PRETENTIOUS THOUGH our Rick
may appear at tunes, there is no
denying that he has an acute sense of
spectacle, and the lavish staging of
The Myths and Legends of King
Arthur and The Knights Of The Round
Table on ice may not be topped for a
long time.
Orchestra, chorus, singers, ice
skaters. Rick and his band combined
to present entertainment that teetered
on the edge of naff but always
managed to keep a balance thanks to
likeable Rick's sense of humour and
some line music from his rhythm
section The English Rock Ensemble.
Rick, in one of his finer capes, was
perched in the middle of the circular
castle directing operations from his

MARIA MALDAUR

man.

/ STONEBROOK

UNIVERSITY,

LONG ISLAND.

Pius the West
charts service and
a great colour poster

Don't

miss

MARIA MALDAUR has
her

audience weeping.

She has, in just over an
hour, transported them to

such undreamt of heights
that we are exhausted,
elated, gratified, emotionally spent people. Over

campus kids and a
bunch of Journalists who
thought they'd seen it all
have just hit the once in
1,000

-

year concert that
reinstates music as a pure
contact form, a comr
milmeet by an artist to
bind people together into
one unit of human
experience.
Stoneybronk Is a 110
minute drive from Man
batten. It is not unusual
for musicians to play a
series of University gigs,
what is surprising is that
Maldaur
surely an
elitist amongst the current vogue Of women
artists
is to play her
music in the sterile and
a

FFILL

IN THIS COUPON AND HAND IT
TO YOUR NEWAGENT

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
COPY OF RECORD MIRROR
EACH WEEK

NAME

-

-

ADDRESS

-

confined atmosphere of a
campus gymnasium. As
she says towards the end

II'

''

:iv

-

nearer

,

N

r`
.1

k ....k

s

RICK WAKEMAN: lavish

her concert: "Thank
all for being so
beautiful," and then, with
a grin: "It's pretty hard
to be beautiful Ina gym "
The transformation is
not in surroundings
alone. Maldaur herself
undergoes some kind
of metamorphosis bet
ween dressing room
and stage. Earlier she
has arrived in a bulky
of

you

sweater and trousers, a
kind of tension on her
face. pre -appearance disarray. A lady who has
been working and emotionally expending herself for some years now
both on record and on the
road. Ten minutes after
support artist Tim Moore
leaves the stage Maldaur
makes an appearance
a -walking image of her

-

album covers. The
tension

/Pep

/1

.

is replaced

by

i

n;\

I:%1W

anticipation, she wear.
blue jeans and a Mexican
blouse, her thick black
curly hair shines under
the lights clipped up with
the me large flower that
has, inevitably, become a
Maldaur trademark. She
moves Into the mike with
the surety of a racehorse

n

l

i;_.

OSMONDS / EARLS COURT
Osmond swung
PUFF of smoke Donny
appeared, then suddenly across the massive forum
on a wire that was
n

gonna do?", screamed
one

little girl.

Mums and Dads were
outside the Odeon, many
of whom had the job of
pacifying their broken
hearted daughters who
were ton upset to even
walk properly.
It was a night when
everything got out of
control, and if it doesn't
convince sceptics that the
Rollers are bigger than
the Beatles, then nothing
will.
JAN ILES

various keyboards like a Ume-warp
Merlin.
Whatever criticism Arthur has
received as a piece of music the
thousands who saw the three shows
were having none of it. It was
standing ovations all the way.
A boring first half consisting of
pieces from The Six Wives Of Henry
VIII and a truly silly charleston
danced by suspender -clad skaters
only helped to make Arthur into an
even bigger epic.
Dodging from synthesiser to piano,
the wizard built up climax after
climax of his tempo -change opus until
all the Ice skating Knights fell down
dead.
Now Monthy Python And The Holy
Grail Is something else .
DAVID IIANCOCK

suspended to the ceiling
just like he was Peter Pan
or somethin'. It was
enough to give even a
healthy young a teen
year old heart failure and
Donny himself looked a
little unsure about wheth'
er it would work. But he
was pulled back to safety
to do the Crazy Horses

medley with his big
brothers, who were

wearing pseudo cowboy
outfits and multi coloured
stetsons. Their choreography was slick to
the point of being wooden
and some of it was so
outdated one couldn't
help but think they'd Just
stepped out of their Ume
machine and left the old
Vaudeville days belling
them.
Donny
whose teeth
are still Colgate white
began his sob-spot with
Nat Cole's Mona Lisa and
did a medley of Crooners
like: Go Away Little Girl
anti Puppy Love, all of
which sent the girls
ecstatic W the point of
going completely off their
rockers. One tittle fan
went hysterical and had
to be carried away by the

-

bouncers.

-

Thousands

more were sobbing their
little hearts out. The act
of course revolved around
Donny because he is the
real centre of attraction
there's no doubt about It
He had only to move his
arm or tap his foot and
Home", the "tired love aaah!
affair in., the desert"
Marie joined him for
"Midnight At The Oasis", their double-act. Morning
"Lover Man", Dolly Side Of The Mountain, It
Parton's "Mountain Takes Two and Leavin' It
Home", a stupifying "Too All Up To You were
Far Gone", Dan Hicks' rattled off In zombie
"The Slick Man On fashion as the fans
Campus", Duke Elling- themselves looked on.
ton's "Prelude To A totally mesmerised by
Kiss", "Feel Like Making The Teeth.
.

taking an easy fence, her
body already responding
to the opening her band

are giving her on
"Brickyard Blues". Her
voice pitches In with
comfortable expertise, all
those tricky throat sounds

playing around her

larynx and emerging onto
the air "Play something
sweet. play something
mellow, play something I
can sink my teeth in like
jallo, play me something

can

J

understand"

the curling
insinuation reaches down

to her toes. Maria
Maldaur Is something

beautiful to behold.
To call her appearance
an
a "set" would be
insult. With her band only
two weeks old she is
getting off on their superb
playing in no mean way.
Maldaur and the band are
e musical love affair that
runs hand in hand across
the gamut of influences
Maldaur presenta jags,
gospel, blues, corn cracking, fiddle smiling, curled
up sensuousness, torchy
toe curling music; across
Jimmy Rodgers "Any Old
Time You 'A none Come

-

-

Love", "Pm A Woman"
Perhaps the most
and finally two encores entertaining part o( the
with the legendary Odetta
that start the tears falling
"Just As The Eagle
Stirs His Nest" and, at

show was the rock and

roll medley, with Donny
freaking out on the plano.
The guys donned their
Maldaur's mother's dark glasses and caps to
request "Amazing do an impressive fifties
Grace" (despite laughing take -off beginning with
Elvis's Jailhouse Rock
protestations of "but
don't know that song through to Fat's Blue'mother, please sit berry Hill.
Throughout the Os dowel")
We have been In love, mends hour and a quarter

-

set the fans never once
have shared loneliness, remained in their seats.
we have known joy. On If It wasn't for the giant
the musical switchback video screen above the
we have run every human stage nobody would've
experience alongside seen anything. As for
I
Maldaur' presence. me? Well, the only thing
What we have have been could clearly see was a
privileged to share is a big fat denim bum
musician's high. Mal wobbling in front of me
dour', high. It Is rare and Indeed, It was a sight for
sore eyes
.IAN ILES
It Is perfect.
PENNY VALENTINE
we have been rejected, we

-
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"sinl, rinI
Sell

A

Oughta

it

(Rye 7N 45483).
jUnlike Lyn Paul,
Sweet Sensation

are not prepared
to keep you waiting for
the punchline and zap

straight in

IPolydor 2058602).

ramming home the hook
towards the end in no
uncertain fashion. The
arrangement's pretty nifty, too, with a touch of
brass that reminds me of
Clarence Frogman Henry
(remember him?) Big,^big
hit.

CHIP

HAW,KES:
UThe

more long

in

tooth

the
among you

that

remember

-

may

Chip

Hawkes was one of The
Tremeloes
Silence Is
Gawlden and all that.

-

Here he delivers one of
his own compositions and

it's
(I

a

dandy

old

tapper, which,

toe -

given

airplay, could well make
many friends.
There's
more than a touch of
McGuinness Flint's When

I'm Dead And Gone
about ft, but it's no rip off
and, after a couple of
hearings only. I'd grown
very fond of it.

DIONNE

WAR-

WICKE: we'll Burn
Our Bridges Behind Us (Warner
Bros. K 16570).
doesn't seem
verylongg
long since

the last Dionne
Warwicke single, and It
was a better one than this
from what I remember.
This one is all very glossy

what

with

its

best

out of

Miss

Warwicke's voice and
one's attention starts to
wander around the
halfway

mark.

SMOKEY- ROBIN -

aby That's
Backatcha. (Tamla

SWEET SENSATION: nice one, Marcel.

9491.

DRUPI: Sereno E (A
&. M AM S 7177).

SON:

Motown TMG

2058 577).

release
since the film
Privilege, which

RSHuge

US soul hit,

making a belated
appearance here.
Jumpy rhythms, silky
smooth delivery from Mr
Robinson, some great
flute work and all very,
Big hit.
very catchy.

featured the original Paul
Jones hit version of this
song, was shown only
recently on telly. David's
version, however, is not a
patch on the original. It
would be too much to

Paul Jones' superbly
lascivious vocal but one
would have thought Mike
Leander could have made
a
better job of the
production than he h$s
done. When all's said and
done though, it's still a
bloody good song and the
must have
chance with it.
new boy

a

If You
Think You Know
How To Love Me
(RAK 206).

SMOKEY:

KRISTINE: king Of
The Kops (UA UP
35856).

/

pop

LYN PAUL: no doubts this time

GILBERT
O'SULLIVAN':
I

Don't
But

'1

Love
Think

I

You
Like

You IMAM 130).
The tune is very

AM S 7179).
You couldn't pos-

sibly call this
commercial, but

it's well tasty all the same
with heaving harmonies
washing comfortably over
a

I

Chap-

When Love. Has
Overgrown (A Et M

squelchy rhythm

department. Highly commended.

«ys

orupi hasn't
meant

a

can't understand why
some enterprising bod

doesn't haul the guy over
to Britain and make
proper use of him.

singer who,
understand, will be
I

gracing Elton John's

Wembley do later this
month. The song is a
deliciously languid soul
number, beautifully sung
and exquisitely arranged.
Undoubtedly the best
record of the week and, it
there's any justice, it'll be
a hit.

FRAMPTON:
Show Me The Way

PETER

(AEtMAMS7174).

This is taken. from

Peter'snew

bum, which is

ala

big success in the US of
A. The hook is instantly

memorable, but there's
little else in the song to
latch on to. Still, the hook
may be enough in itself.

scene

SANTIAGO: I- Want
To Be Sure (Buk

wouldn't be the
same without her. Here
is
yet again with
she
another of her records

that are so excruciating
you just have to laugh.
She starts out all breathy
and gradually gets more
and more shrill, while the
lyrics remain consistently
dire, but the best laugh of
all comes from the son -

of

-

Shaft backing

wapping away mightily in
the backgróund.

BU 3007).
As their

name

would suggest,

the group come
Chile, but there's

from
nothing Latin about the
song. It's a lyrical Simon
and Garfunkel type of
thing with some lovely
harmonies, though 'perhaps it's a little too lowkey to make much Impact
on the charts.

's

GILBERT BECAUD:
The Importance Of
Your Love IDecca
FR 13585).

tight

since Vado Via
and more's the pity since
he's got an incredibly fine
voice, This, while very
pleasant, doesn't make
the best of his abilities: I

Dear Kristine, the

close to something else', but
can't remember what.
man song and It's good stuff anyway
much gentler and and a most unGilbertish
more melodic than you rocker with none of his
would expect from that usual trademarks. Very
dynamic duo. Smokey commercial and undoubtmake an excellent job of it edly it'll give him the
with a plaintive lead vocal biggest hit he's had in
and good chorus harmo- ages.
nies. The arrangement
features lots of acoustic DONNY GERRARD:
guitar and some respectBaby Don't -Let It
ably unsickly violins.
Mess Your Mind
Given airplay it'll be a hit.
(Rocket PIG 17).
rfjDonny is an
eminent session
HUDSON - FORD:
A Chinn

big

orchestral treatment, but
the song doesn't bring the

i

expect anyone to match

Friend Of A Friend
(Chelsea 2005 027).

,e

Marcel's

sweetly sung verse line.
Much is made of the
song's indifferent hook,
and ,the over -busy
arrangement,is mbre of a
minus factor than an
asset, but still the good
points manage to shine
through and SS should
get a fair-sized hit.

getting hits by a
whisker at least
since The New
Thumb sideways:
might, might not
Seekers disbanded, but
there can be no doubts
about this one. It's back
to Coca Cola and a tune Thumb down:
that's every bit as strong
oh dear
as I'd Like To Tell The
World To Sing. Lyn puts
performin a cunning
DAVID NICHOLSON:
ance, holding a lot back in
reserve at the start, then
I've Been A Bad
letting loose the odd
Bad Boy (Polydor

before

but

chorus

15
twice

familiar growl

with the

chorus, which is a pity
because the strength of
this record Iles not In hs

1

Thumb up: hit

missed

has

Lyn

r

r

Boom Boom Boom

Key to symbols

Million

r

,

SWEET SENSATION:

really oughta!
LYN PAUL: It

by Ray Fox -Cumming

II®,113

.

pI4nIcsujL,

Yes, Lyn,

25

Just as good as
his

last

one

so

anyone who

bought that will no doubt
want this too. The lyrics
are

awful, but Gilbert's

Gallic charm would wring
the hearts of nation's
mums even if he were
singing an ode to a pack

biological washing
powder, so It really
doesn't matter- The
of

tune's good and that's
what counts.
THE CHI-LITES: Have

You

Seen

(Brunswick

Her?
BR

20).
Ancient track rereleased and for
that we should all
be grateful. It opens with
oohs and twangs and
then in comes a deep
young voice to tell us
what It's all about. After
all that splendid camp,
the opus begins in earnest
and it's all very lilting and

very

chic.

THE CRYSTALS: He's
A Rebel (Phil
Spector 2010 002).
RsFirst out In 1964,
this makes its

""1..

second outing on

r

the new Phil Spector
label. Even though ítrs 11
years old It fits in very

nicely with what's

i, w
T.

happening in 1975 and
should find instant favour
in the discos. Personally I
don't think this Gene
Pitney number the best of
showcases for the talents
of either Spector or The

Crystals, but that's

neither here nor there, it'll
he a hit.

THE CRYSTALS: instant favour In the discos.

f1
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Scientific

or

?

a

Exposure
Dear Face,

Dear Face,
Do you realise how
many of our great bands
are doing so well in
States. They really are
keeping the flag flying.
Britain still rules rock 'n'
roll Just look at these
names, all of them in the
album charts last week:
Bad'Company, Led
Zeppelin. Jeff Beck, Leo,
Sayer, Queen, and Eric'
Claptm. What an export'
industry. I'm still wondering why the Govern-'
ment haven't yet nationalised it.
Paul Seymour, Worthing.
See that was straight

to

white and papery?
Anyway if you have not

got any ears you can still
read this letter if you open
your mouth.

Scottish fan. Scotland.
He's right you know, just
open your mouths while
you read this page and
discover the difference.

Faaabulous

wasn't it.

tell
most

to

Although

I

agree with him on British
bands being the best but
at the same time a lot of
my favourite bands are
American. And as for the

you about the
fabulous pop star in the
whole wide universe. His
name is Ernest Polgrim last sentence, leave
Higglebottom burger. I polities out of this
think he's got the most column.
sexy rib cage in the world
and I'm a boy (gay) 1
hope you saw him on Top
Of The Pops last week, Dear Faceykins,
I will come straight to
anyway Roll On.
'the point . . . I don't
Tony Horkins,
Well so far It seems to me believe you are real. I
that this column is fast believe you are a blow up
beginning to turn Into a doll behind a desk that
Show The - World - That
doesn't move or have any

-

'

swop

Blurb

brains. I bet all the letters
are made up by the
Editor. If you are real,
Invite me to lunch and I'll

Radio Caroline

-

the official story

"

DOUBLE LP OR CASSETTE
sand Ines lot Ina newne double LP
containing
official non .1 area
carolb.,
a. from 196. fght up to the
crew., der,

;-

F4.d

Narrated by Tony Allan
approved by
Radio Caroline
the official LP

includes many ensue recording..
angles and .nclu.rve interview. wan
Ronan O'R,ndl, Simon Dee; Don
alien. Andy arch, Johnny anon
and

morn

For 'Poor
copy. 'which
s

4 e
to
become a collector.h.m in IMF
sad .and postal order or cheque
NMI nowt

.

-flat

DOUBLE LP
DOUBLE CASSETTE

e

UMBO(R .ow.nd'T.°pn.
52

Shnh.,bury Avenue, London Si

- [.Ay

BeswllRon&

record other people's
material or copy other

squeeze

your

arm

Harmonies and Spoons.
Road
Candy Floss
Manager. May Anne
Breasts Exotic, Erotic
Dancer. Decibel Joe
Roadie + proud owner of
an exclusive theory about
the Brmtosauras.
Next week there will be
detailed blographle_s of
the band starting with
Dutch Earwig. Believe It

successful, due to a lack
of exposure. For this the
musical press, television
and radio stations hold a
lot of responsibility. At
least we have done our bit
wills our Stepping Stone
series.

sachs

Tros-

Johnny

-

go

Bass Guitar and

-

and

write a colour page
supplement in R. M.

Whatam

Love.

-

quite stimulating. But
don't forget that there are
a great many good,
original bands knocking
about who are not

Vocals,

-

Kim, No Address.
Consider yourself invited,
any day you want and
we'll have a ball. You're
wrong I do move

-

x,

occasionally, although

or something? For the
second time this year we

are correct in
assuming that I have no
brains. While on the
subject of having a ball,
Alan Edwards and I must
apologise to three young
Bay City Rollers fans who
were sent to our office
from Pye Records. We
sent them off to Atlantic
Records who in turn sent
them off la EMI Records,
you

all in
find
funny
were
lime.
three

Lead laugh. Oramro
Vocals, IfarmoBlnson
nles and Bells. Andsee

people's guitar rifts etc.
If you want a good time,
and see them Uve.
They area knockout
Tony Derado, Canning
Town.
I already have and, like
you, I found their show

Vocals.

have been missed out of
Mud's tour schedule. Not
that I care of course. I've
only been a Mud fan for

Keyboards and Backing
Vocals. Thepi Anocan
Percusslon and Backing
Vocals. Farley Kellogg
Lead Guitar and Backing

-

-

the past two years.
Thanks for letting me get
that off my 34in chest.
Elaine; Manchester.
That's a rather boring
thing to get off your chest
I can think of something
better. Dom Manchester
smell?

futile attempt to
the Rollers. The
thing is, the group
in Ipswich all the
Never mind if the
a

Crimbo

young ladies would

Last week I promised to
reveal all about the
Crimbo Band. Over the
next few weeks bits and
pieces will be revealed
starting this week with
the Crlmbo line up. Here
goes. Dutch Earwig

care to contact me they
be rewarded for their

ill

faith, and enthusiasm.

Smelly town?
Dear Face,
Does Manchester smell

-

-

11
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of going to press, were not

.

,elilly

available, but if Capital
doesn't at least have a 40
per cent share, the music
business will almost

G

station as a near disaster.
Disaster on the other
hand, is not what Radio
Hallam is facing. Their
audience figures, where
only Radio 2 come out on

PLYMOUTH Sound recently on the air on 261 metres In south Devil and east
Cornwall, has had Incredible listener response. Our photo shows something of the
atmosphere at the station on the opening day, with Wellington Womble sprawled out
in a studio sampling a glass of Womble champagne. With him is news reporter Ian
Murrell, head of news, Malcolm Carroll, Margaret Thorniey (music librarian) and
Richard Comben, (CBS regional promotions).

:f'

certainly regard that

to

strengthen the, view that
they are the best station

a

INTRODUCING

Capi-

In the whole IBA
network. Hallam last
week Increased their

ta/ Radio's new disc
jockey, Graham Dene,
who has just joined
from Radio City in
Liverpool. Graham's
background includes

meant that the BBC
stayed on the air longer

a

hours of broadcasting, to
bring them into better
competition with the
BBC. Until now they have
only been broadcasting
13-hours a day, which has

than they did. Hallam
has managed to stave off
the increased popularity
of Radio Sheffield, the
BBC local station, which
from the RSGB surveys,
has notched up the largest
BBC local figure. All
credit must go to the
Hallam team of BBC
rejects', Keith Skues,

Johnny Moran, Roger
Moffat and Bill Crozier,
and ex -pirate Michael
Lindsay.

the Peace Ship,
which was at press
time, supposed to
have set sail from
Marseilles.
I

Nei

,

likely

r

D

oil
*oL.

out of ten for originality.

7L r

top, are

-,t7

KEITH Ashton has
left Capital to join

AUDIENCE research figures'released in
the last week by Radio's Hallam, Clyde
and Forth have been met' with mixed
reaction from everyone within the music
business, but to the listener, it just
attire-Ks that commercial radio is a
Clyde has figured well director Ian Anderson
again In the RSGB recently explained to
survey, with 64 per cent of Record Mirror.
"I based the whole
the people In the Glasgow
area tuning in during a music playllst on Radio
week. Forth only man- Veronica, and as it was
ages' to notch up 46 per successful with them, I
cent on the same basis, thought It stood a good
which must be something chance with Forth. We
of a body blow for their put a great emphasis on
hopes. Due to the albums, but I think it is
geography of the area, the right blend. "
With only 46 per cent
the two stations overlap in
their broadcasting, sug- patronage, perhaps Forth
gesting that Forth's 46 will re -thank. A great deal
per cent conies mainly of re -thinking is also
from East of Edinburgh. likely at Capital, because
The music policy of on Tuesday of this week,
Forth is orientated they announced their
towards albums, as Music figures, which at the time

l

London, NT.

Hallam tops
popularity poll
success.

Mirror, Spotlight

House,

R

who have shown themselves to be one of the
most original bands for
years. Everything they
y to the
have done is a joy
ears. They don't need to

row

plate boot- here' the
place to send It to Mall
your comments is The
Face, Record & Pay

ex-

Invasion

your size lnterefere
with your sex We? And
why is your face always

c

argue ghost or

You're A - Loony page.
So let's have a sensible
letter.

must

I'm writing in

you want to write about

ports

Does

HL

OK,

ERIC CLAPTON:

Hoover.

Dear Faceable,

betel am then . .
The Face. Anything

;

be the
smallest guy on record
being only 4.2 Inches tall
and 1.35 inches wide. Of
course metrically speakIng you are about hems
tall and 3t4cros wide. Do
you Uve In a matchbox?

,

Howof ten do you see a
really original band
making It into the charts?
Hardly ever, huh? As this
Is the case, then full
marks should go to IOcc

Jew

Dimensions
Dear Face,
You

nd the hand do really

exist.

Dear Face,
Please ran you tell me
the speed of light in a
vacuum and also who are
the BCR? I've heard tell
that they are a pop group,
but I don't. believe IL
Answer my questions and
you can get back into your
cage. I love you. Butch!!
Sptney Anteater. Brentwood.
Dunne, ask

Ff

I

Tony Allen, who was
thought to he joining the
Peace Ship, is In fact
back in Amatrdam.
Rumour has it that he
.didn't leave the MI
Amigo on very happy
terms.

II
The Peace Ship Is
hoping to he the first
ship to travel through
the Sues (anal when it
re -opens later this
month, and from information passed b RM
from Keith Ashton, has
been given pernússion

Capital's new
recruit
II

from the Egyptian

Government to broadcast 24 -hours a day.

United Biscuits factories. He originally
applied to Capital
when the station first
advertised for disc

Returning to the
subject of Tony Allen, It
now seems doubtful that
station owner Ronan
O'Rahllly will ever
allow him back to
Caroline. It seems a
shame that such a
talented broadcaster is
not heard regularly on a
land -based IBA station,
though his temperament

turned down, saying
he wasn't good
enough. Obviously
the last laugh is with

Capital Radio but

period working for
UBN, the closed
circuit radio station
broadcasting to the

jockeys,

Graham.

but was

C

and outrageous behave
bur would often seem a
cause of that situation
Simon Dee was allegedly approached by

turned their offer down.

E
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Junior

current rage of
America. The two guys
and two girls who dress in
natty evening dress (two
in black two in white)
recreate the tight harmo_nising of the great vocal
groups like the Inkspots,
the

Walker classic,

How Sweet It Is. Add to

that the

-

class

of

musicians
if it's not
Russ Kunkel (drums) and
Lee Sklar (bass), it's Andy
Newmark and Willie
Weeks
and a lot of

-

smooth stings, and
you've got a regular even
LP from one of the better
remnants of Clifornlan

the

Passions,

madness.

act,

PH. dynamic

At .E1.29,

soul
sampler album is pretty
good value, lncluding.as it
does, tracks from Al

Green

lhls

(Let's

Chif-

highly

choreographed and quite
stunning to look at. But
the accent is on music,
making this debut album
a superb pastiche of the
great vocal styles of this
century. Tell ya, they've

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
We Got Soul (London
Soul R-1)

4

the

fons, etc., backed by a
big brassy band, equally
in control of the differing
styles. Live they're a

got more style than
Royal wedding.

Stay

(Have

Seen Her),
Jackie Wilson iI Get The
Sweetest Feeling) and
Ann Peebles II'm Gonna

DISCO TEX:
Arise Sir Monti
audience.

HAMILTON

NON:

new guise
for

most astounding record
your Dansette. In no time
at all your head will turn in

dreamin'

A

-

a

side

side

for ' ofall time

I

DH

J. THOMAS:
Reunion (ABC 5109)
B.

Monti's
instant party
Sir

DISCO TEX: Disco Tex & The Sex - O°Review (Chelsea Super 2306 007)

Lettes

Br -sexuality never had it so good, and your Saturday
ights ain't gonna be complete without this one
the
rimate noise extravagance. Turn it up full, spread the

-

votter on the floor and invite round everyone you've
',tier heard of. It's after closing - time music, super'

uiphate, total outrage,
'le only album, darling,
".at exists without any
'pparent reason except
-.image. Like a true star,
Sir Monti only appears on
'our of the 11 tracks, but
.vho notices when things
vie going this fastl So get
II'ose strobes out of the
cupboard, fall off the wall,
and find out how nice it
feels.

OH

ELVIS PRESLEY:
Elvis Today (RCA
RS 1011).
WELL, there's one
consolation
Elvis can
be Pretty
certain that no
one wig say of this (or
hopefully any of his future
AH

-

albums) that it is his
worst
ever.

That honour goes
From Hawaii By
Satellite, on which he
to Live

d

seldom sings
in tune and
which must rate as the
worst album by
a náme
artist of all time. This,

however,
stunningly
Elvis's

Is fairly
bad with

voice sounding
nothing more than a
slobbering parody
of long

silo

Perhaps

better

times.
Elvis Today

would not
have seemed
quite so pathetic
if he

hadn't insisted

on

His No.

about

1

American hit

playing some-

body's wrong song begins
this Nashville record set,

which Includes Roy
Orbison's

Crying,

28

minutes of smooth music
that steers its way
through the Country and
Western / pop belt. Every
couple of years or so
B. J. manages to come
up with a hit and his
ability to choose good
songs is in evidence on
this disc. So it all
depends oñ whether you
like this type of uhra correct balladry when
you're relaxing. You do?
Good for him.

in

DH

songs like And Love You
So, I Can Help and Green
Green Grass Of Home.
Everyone knows the

POLLY BROWN:
Special' Delivery

wallowing

around
I

definitive versions of
them and Elvis's sloppy
efforts will earn him

nothing but ridicule,

except ftom diehard fans.
Even they, though, must
surely stop their ears and
dream of the good old
days.
R F -C

HAMILTON BOHANNON: Insides Out
(Brunswick BRLS
3014)
Par-r-rty Party y'alI, the
Disco King's hypnotic
rhythms are here again
with his American hit
Foot Stompin' Music and
British smash
Disco Stomp. This guy
does for the discos what
Barry White has managed
for the boudoir
music
full of drive and sexual
release. And that makes
the second side's laid
back late - night piano
work even more potent
It's a new guise that'll
the latest

-

give

him

a

greater

unknowns

now where
have heard that before?

dancin',

(GTOLP 003)
Polly's debut album on
GTO lives up to its title.
With her current single,
You're My Number One

bubbling

under

to

the

eels

SB

CAPTAIN

a

Beefheart record, where
words and -music turn-to
jelly before your very eais
and the end of the world

came

which

on what
happened a long time
before Play Me Like You
Play Your Guitar. Thisis
a double album of Eddy's
best from the 50s and
60s. The man with the
"Twang they called him
because of his distinctive
guitar style
basic but
effective and at the time
very novel. There's Peter
Gunn, Shazam, Theme'
From Dixie, all his big
British hits plus a lot more

SB

psychedelic.

EA

Listen

kids,

I

-

mean

really wanna be
hip? D'you wanna
JAMES TAYLOR: Gb- really
be ahead of yourselves
rilla (Warners K56137) before
you get there?
Alright, put on your
Sweet 'Baby James
sparkly make-up, ease
needs some new tunes,
O. K. he's never going to' into your dancin' shoes,
re -produce the impact of
and start whirling that
his one big album, but'it's
cane. The Transfer will
introduce you to the vocal
riot enough to rely on the
quality df the production
group delights of the 40s,
which is instly 50s and 60s, and prove
what happens here. .that harmony vocals and
There are two good big bands ' are what's
songs: Mexico and Was next.
This four -piece
A Fool To Care, plus a
have been doing it for a
neat re -make of the number of years and are
d'you

t',vt

1r
F

t
v

.Í

j i

ers)
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART:
super-weird

born (Atlantic
K50148)

It's called Newborn
because the band

recently

I

JAMES TAYLOR
new tunes

-

have

acquired two

new guys have settled in,
we can expect to see

some pre -Walsh fire
come back to the bend. It
should be worth the wait.
MT

\

I

;4".1,

JAMES GANG: New-

band, but since Joe
Walsh departed, their
material has never been
strong, and in fact has
grown weaker with every
album. With this new
transfusion their material
shows a lot more melody
and originality, and that
means a cover" of
Heartbreak Hotel and a
country pickln' number
Cold Wind. Once this
new line-up has really
settled down and the two

homework

is

nobody noticed. Why its - THE MANHATTAN
TRANSFER (Atlantic
astounding, It's incredSD 18133)
ible, it's even lulpll

BEEFHEART: Trout
Mask Replica (WarnRight loonykids of the
world. wanna get super weird mid-Sixties style?
Find a copy of this, the

value aspect,
pretty good.

-

To the lot of
people, though,

was merely a page
from the history book. So
here's a fine chance for all
those people to do some
he

doesn't detract from the

ever, Duane Eddy is an
important page In that
and well
history of rock
worth a read.
MT

new members who have
taken over the bulk of the
writing, and the strength
of material shows that up
clearly. There has never
been much doubt about
the musical ability Of this

cheers.
younger

all the well-known
numbers. Still that

perhaps this ability to
change with the times
that has kept him going
when audiences found his
distinctive sound growing
'monotonous. But what-

Duane Eddy
When
made a recent come -back
to the charts, all the old

rock and roll bods
welcomed back their
adolescent hero with
floods of nostalgic

com-

yesterday only

the

charts, she deserves a lot
more attention than she's
getting. At times her
delivery is reminiscent of
Diana Ross, and there's
also a Three Degrees
feel. Perhaps there could
be a bit more to the
backing, but that apart
the whole album is a very
pleasant listening experience. If ydu want to
listen to some blue - eyed
British sould, then you
could do a lot worse than
give this album a spin.

like

For this is

quintessential

-

I

Belisha Beacon and
you'll be swallowing

professional.

DUANE EDDY: Legend Of Rock (London
DLLW 5003)

mercially that is. Apart
from a track by Hamilton
Bohannon on the first
side, doubt whether a lot
of people will have heard
of many of the other
artists, while side two has

and pop it on

a

electric

You

Tear Your Playhouse
Down). If there's . one
--complaint,
it's that the
BOHANtwo sides are very clearly
divided into knowns and

-

a

PH

Together), The Chi-Lites

besides. In his time Eddy
has seen his singles hit
and flop, he's been
through all the fads
the
Hamburg Star Club, the
Twist, the emergence of
the Surfing Sound and
after a long break his reappearance in 1975. It's

r
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THE. LADY who's held the top spot In the chart. for so
long. Tammy Mynette. arrives on our shores to start
her roncera tour thin week, while Sweet Sensation
continue gigging around the country. Big event at the
end of the week Is the Crystal Palace Garden Party,
starring Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel, which
promises to he a good way to spend Saturday.

KURSAAL FLYERS,
Town Hall Stowbrldge.
MARTY

JUNE

I-

WILDE, Trav-

ellers' Rest, Kenton

5

Rotherham Folk Club,
Masons Arms, Welgate.

LOUDON W'AINW ONT.
Guildhall, Plymouth.
CHRIS BARBER'S JAZZ
BAND, Fairfield Hall,
Croydon.
'STATUS QUO.
Pool, Wembley.

(4

Road, Harrow.

MARTIN CARTHY,

Empire

MOON. Garden Ballroom, Penance.
THE KIDS, College of
Education, Yorks.
SWEET SENSATION.
Civic Hall, Barrow In
Furness.
STAN WEBB'S BROKEN
GLASS, Mr George's,
Coventry.

SWIMMING

TAMMY WYNETTE
ROY HARPER, City

Hall, Newcastle.
JIMMY PAYNE, Cambridge Theatre, Gloucester.

.

DELUXE,

BE BOP

Palace, Newark.
DONOVAN, Usher Hall,

Edinburgh.

KEVIN COYNE: Lyceum, Strand, London
WC2.

DUANE EDDY, Celebri

ty Club, Chester.

ZZEBRA, Cleopatra's,

;A

`4.111
1

fáf.
`I

Derby.
BILL BARCLAY, Regal,
Broxburn.
MIKE ABSALOM, Caerlon College of Education,
Newports.
RED BEANS & RICE,
Target Club, Reading.
SAILOR. California Ballroom, Dunstable.

SASSAFRAS, Gain-

sborough, Manchester.
GONZALEZ, Dingwalls,

YI

Camden Lock, London
NW1.

_

Empire

HARPER, Usher
Hall, Edinburgh.
DONOVAN. Free
Trade Hall, Manchester.
GAS WORKS, Golden
Diamond, Nottingham.
ROY

JIMMY PAYNE, Ten-

nesse Country & Western
Central, Wimbledon.
TAMMY WYNETTE /
BUGATTI & MUSKER,

Hippodrome, Birmingham.

BE BOP DELUXE,
Bradford University.

If

This summer before you dive into the pool, remember
Tampax tampons
Remember they're worn internally Thais what will let
you swim all during your period.
Remember how small and discreet they are to carry.
You can always bring along extras in your beach bag
Remember how soft and dependably absorbent they
are Through all the splashing and exercise. you'll feel
comfortable
And remember -that Tampax tampons keep you
protected perfectly-right from the start To stay in the
pool and in the swim all summer long. remember
Tampax tampons.
.
Available in two absorbencies, Regular and
Super. In standard packets of 10 or the money -saving

iIDAY

LOUDON

JUNE
STATUS QUO,
Pool. Wembley.

Y

SUIIDAY

FRIDAY

and
Tampax tampons

HATFIELD A THE
BACK DOOR / FARM, BILLY COBHAM &
NORTH / KEVIN
JOHN CALE, Crystal
Crown Hotel, Marlow.
COYNE, Greyhound,
SIIAKIN STEVENS & Palace Garden Party.THE SUNSETS, Radnor- JESS RODEN BAND / Croydon.
MAJOR LANCE. Speakshire College of Educa- CLANCY, Ralle College,
t er
easy, Crewe.
Exmouth.
tion.
EDDY, Variety
&
DUANE
STEVENS
WISPER, White Hart, SHAKEN
THE SUNSETS, North Club, Batley.
London N W 10.
THIN LIZZY, Winning
SASSAFRAS, Newcastle -Staffs Polytechnic.
Polytechnic.
WISPER, Cardiff College Post, Twickenham.
STAN WEBB'S BROKEN
SWEET SENSATION, of Education.
GLASS, Black Swan,
SASSAFRAS, West MidFloral Hall, Southport.
Sheffield.
STACKRIDGE, West lands College, Walsall.
&
THE
STACKRIDGE, Theatre
FAME
GEORGIE
Midlands College of
Royal. Norwich.
Education, Gorway, Wal- BLUE FLA MES,
sall.
Loughborotigh Unlver SUTHERLAND BROTHERS & QUIVER /
BILL BARCLAY, Cow= slty.
ylum Bridge, Avlemore.
SWEET SENSATION, HUSTLER / UPP.
Roundhouse, London.
GOOD HABIT, Caerleon New Theatre, Oxford.
SPARROW, The Shlldan
College, Newport.
STAN WEBB'S BROKEN
Club. Durham.
MOON, Camelot Club,
GLASS, Priory Hotel,
MOON, The Tavern,
Taunton.
Scunthorpe.
CURVED AIR
THE HEAVY METAL POODLES, Slough Col- 'Dorchester.
KIDS, De La Salle lege of Technology, NUTZ, Albermarle Club, SIIAKIN STEVENS &
Romford.
College, Manchester.
Slough.
SUNSETS, Queens
.THE
YAKETY YAK, Telstar STACKRIDGE, Friars, DEL SHANNON, Isle of College, Doubling EmmaClub, Hull.
Man Lido.Aylesbury.
College, Cambridge.
nuel
THIN LIZZY, The Lo- PARADISE / SUTHER- , DECAMERON, Civic
WISPER, Greyhound,
carno, Sunderland.
LAND BROTHERS Si Theatre, Cheims ford.
SAILOR, Hereford FlaLIMMIE & THE FAMI- Fulham.
QUIVER, University of
SASSAFRAS, Tiffany's,
mIngo.
LY COOKING. Green East Anglia, Norwich.
Merthyr Tydfil.
TUNDRA, Dingwalls, THE. HEAVY METAL ham Common & Dalston BILL BARCLAY, The
KIDS, Plymouth Pol- Four Aces.
Camden Lock. London,
Kong Restaurant,
DIONNE WARWICKE, Hong
ytechnic.
NW1.
Dundee.
YAKETY YAK, Caesar's New Theatre, Oxford.
RED
BEANS & RICE.
Palace. Flley & The TAMMY WYNETTE,
Brunnell Rooms, SwinCoventry Theatre.
Phoenix Club Hull.
don.
MOON, The Granary,, CABARET, Dingwalls, CURVED AIR, CamJUNE
Camden Lock, London, bridge University.
Bristol.
ROBERT FRIPP / ENO, NUTZ, Slough College of NW1.
HARVEY ANDREWS /
Assembly Hall, Tun- Technology.
GRAHAM COOPER, St
RED BEANS & RICE,
brlddge Wells.
Georges Hall, Liverpool.
JIMMY PAYNE. Civlé Greyhound, Fulham.
FAIRPORT CONSAILOR. Llanelli Glen
Hall, Whltelowe.
VENTION, Royal Albert
9
JUNE
Ballroom.
BE BOP DELUXE /
Hall. Kensington Gore.
HUSTLER / SKYFALL, THIN LIZZY. Round= LOUDON W AINLondon, SW7. Dagenham.
house,
ColWRIGHT;
Trinity
Liverpool Stadium.
GOOD HABIT / THIN
TAMMY WYNETTE / LIMMIE & THE FAMI- lege, Cambridge.
LIZZY, St Catherine's
GAS WORKS, Clare College, Cambridge,
BUG.ATTIE & HUSKER, LY COOKING, Yate
(
Bristol)
Stirling
Suite.
College. Cambridge.
Hammersmith Odeon.
UMLMIE & THE FAMI
MIKE HERON'S REPUWISPER / RED BEANS
BURGLAR BILL. / C. T.
LI COOKING. Ktr(gs
& RICE, Fishmongers
MOORE & THE REG- TATION, Dingwalls,
Club.
Ilford.
Lock,
London,
Camden
Arms, Wood Green,
GAE GUITARS, SunDIONNE WARWICKE,
NW1.
- London, N22.
down. 157 Charing Cross
Empire
Theatre, LiverBE
BOP
DELUXE,
Free
Road, "London WC2
pool.
Trade Hall, Manchester.
HOE N.
MOON, Tiffany's, ExDUANE EDDY, Golden
GIGGLES', Frenchman's,
eter.
Garter, Manchester.
Flshguard.
JUNE 8
SPARROW. St. John's
SHAKIN STEVENS &
PETE ATKIN,.Red Lion,
College, Cambridge.
THE
North Street. Barking.
SUNSETS,
Trinity
WAINWRIGHT, Town
JACKIE
WILSON & HIS
College, Cambridge.
LOUDON W AIN Hall, Birtitingham.
U.S.A. BAND, 100 Club.
WRIGHT, Free
ENO / ROBERT FRIPP, SASSAFRAS, Selwyn Col100 Oxford Street, W. 1.
lege.
Cambridge.
Trade Hall, Manchester.
The Palladium, London
TAMMY WYNETTE,
STAN WEBB'S BROKEN
GAS WORKS, Clarence,
Wl.
Gaumont, Ipswich.
Halifax.
ROY HARPER, Town GLASS, Outlook Club.
MAJOR LANCE, Ding Doncaster.
DETROIT SOUL MACH- Hall, Gravesend.
Camden Lock,
BILL BARCLAY: Casa. - walls,
GAS WORKS, Halfway
INE, Vikings, Goole.
London NW1.
nova,
Coatbrldge.
Halifax.
KEVIN COYNE, Man- Hotel,
BE BOP DELUXE, MIKE ABSALOM, Trinchester Polytechnic.
ity College, Cambridge.
DUANE EDDY, Top Hat, Chanceller Hall, Chelms
lord.
NUTZ. Qualntways Club,
Spennymoor.
DONOVAN, Empire, Liv- Chester.
STEVE HARLEY &
FAIRPORT CONerpool.
COCKNEY REBEL
VENTION, Royal Albert
JACK BRUCE BAND / SHOW ADDYW ADDY,,
Hall, Kensington Gore,
STEELEYE SPAN / New Theatre, Hull. F AIRPORT CON
London. SW7.
DIONNE WARWICKE, VENTION. Royal Albert
Palace Theatre, Man- Hall, London (June 11, 12.
13).
chester.
TAMMY WYNETTE, Col- RUFUS THOMAS. Bar-

CLANCY, Pavilion. Cheltenham.

CAMEL Mayfair, NewDUANE EDDY. Bowl,

EVERTS

ston

castle.
MAJOR LANCE, Sivan
Hotel, Mansfield.
Morecombe.
PROCOL HARUM, Congress Threatre, Eastbourne.
.
UAP)IIE & THE FAMILY COOKING, Newport
Salop Village & Wolverhampton Lateyette Club.

WRUNG

/

barella's, Birmingham

Hall, Bristol.

GAZELLE, Dingwalls,

(June 13).
ELTON JOHN / JOE
WALSH / ETC, Wembley
Stadium (June21 I.
RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE. Liverpool Stadium (June 28).
MUD, Huddersfield Town
Football Clu b (June 28).
PINK FLOYD / STEVE
MILLER BAND / CAP.

Camden Lock, London
NWI.

á

TUESDAY
JUNE

10

DONOVAN, Colston Hall.
Bristol.
CLANCY. Top Rank,

TAIN BEEFHEART /
ROY HARPER / GRA-

Cardiff.

GENO WASHINGTON /
STACKRIDGE, Queens
College, Cambridge.
DUANE EDDY, Talk of
the South, Southend.

.

HAM

CHAPMAN

AND

FRIENDS / JOHN
PEEL, Knebworth Park
Hertfordshire (July 5).
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Stateside H

Down in
Cornw all

- the

Carly Simon, Andy

Elliot Gould, and
lots nl other American
cultural heroes towed up

i,

dressed in their

most
elegant clothes, There

i

rapbers and

the
straightest` orchestra In
New York.
Journalists came out of
g

birth of

r

were models and photo

Obie

the woodwork to attend
this sparkling spree from
such diverse periodicals
as Ttme and The National
Star (our version of a
scandal sheet). And for

Clayton
CORNWALL'S GREAT.
weather's fine, beer's
front the wood, people are

whom was the party
thrown? The Bee Gees,
who are celebrating their
twentieth anniversary

bee

hospitable and Oble's..

-

musicians. Being
brothers they have been
together a lot longer than
that.
Barry, Maurice, and
Robin Glbb had their first
American hit in 1967.
about the same time they
were making It big tr
England, with New York
Mining (Disaster and the
B-side I
1969 when the
split up .America lost
touch. Neither The Bee
Gees' records of Barry
and Maurice nor Robin's
solo efforts did anything
on the American charts.
Slowly, but surely, the
Bee Gees dtsappeared
from our hearts and ears.
Then the reunion. With
Lonely Days the Bee Gees'
once again crashed into
as

1.áopular

-out

p. ''.Sy:i:

Itg.

L

THE BEE GEES: extensive tjur
the American charts
saying they prefer "phila
number one hit. We harmonic - type places."
further showed our When they return to New
appreciation of the band York in the beginning of
by keeping How Can You July they will be doing
Mend A Broken Heart at
two nights in Central
number one for a full Park at the Schaefer
hill
Festival. It's a pleasant,
él
last
gig4uutic halt
casual atmosphere which
Me. Again too long
silence.
to screaming
min vlend itself
which should please the
And now they're back.
Gibb brothers. They have
The party in New York
often been frustrated that
marks the beginning of an their fans were yelling out
extensive American tour.
sincere protestations of
They are headlining large love Instead of listening lo
auditoriums and sta- the careful and delicate
Mums although they've `harmonies that they were
often been quoted as thereto hear.

-

a

WELL REEEELY. holi-

est,

who'd

have thought

those nice boys the
GLITTER RAND would

*

GUITAR
* PIANO
# DRUMS

N

or the in;nomem
you name

resort to violence, but it's
true, they've smashed 14

guitars on their current
tour so demode though,
doncha think? Anyway,
never mind about the also

-

fans, what about those
ROLLERS? That faaaabulous manager man of
-

theirs, whatstsname,
TAMMY

PATOS now

(rollicks in the wings
while his boys are on

-

they say he'll be
appearing with them soon
. And just for all those
stage

Its enjoyment. Learn quickly at home from
illustrated playing instruction books. Play big
sound pop music, party hits. Amazing low
cost. Fast advancement from beginner to

player is guaranteed.

Instrument also

available.

ALL DETAILS IN FREE BOOKLET
From: MELODY MUSIC STUDIO 134
STAMFORD HOUSE, LONDON, W4
To: Narre

7S

OSMONDS' stay here.. .
"They're using the same
quotes (script) as they

did last time here,"
someone said unkindly

..

meanwhile back in
heavy rock country,
prepare ye for the new

BAKER GURVITZ

-

Address

`4

who don't know whether
to come out or not, ERIC
FAULKNER is voting
Irwin the big referendum
(yawn)
.
.
. enough of
this pointless tittle tame
my cherubs, some really
meaty gossip has per-

colated out of the

ARMY album
ADRIEN himself (GURVTTL
that is) admits it is a
killer... remember. .

My Favourite Instrument

LENA ZAVARONI

is

NOW-

.

doing OK.
So might read a
postcard from Sawflelds
recording studio where a
new superstar by the
name of Obie Clayton is
planning his assault on a
largely unsuspecting pub
.

YOU "PLAY SSSh.
THE 1st' DAY

POST

rtasatanra

EDITED BY PETER HARVEY

WHAT A swell party it
want James Taylor and
N arena.

WIMP~I lab

s
sr_

lig of
the week

sounds remarkably like

PLAY SOON11

71975

FRANKIE VAUGHAN
when slowed down Fran
45 rpm to 33..
what a

boring note to close on,
but BYE BYE XXX.

-

lie.

Formerly known as
Mathew Ellis, Obie is no

newcomer to the music
scene. Under another
name and heavily disguised as a thoughtful
singer / songwriter, he
managed two albums, one
of which made the
Luxembourg Hot Heavy
Twenty, and a tour with
Barclay James Harvest.
Times have changed and
thankfully Obie has
changed with them."
Seriously though Obie
has recorded an album
under the guidance of
laugh - a - minute - man
Tony Cox which should be
on release sometime this
month. The release date
may however depend to
some extent on the
success of the single
which Is due out on June
13. Judging by what I

heard It

Is

quite

a

distinctive little ditty that
may be just what Is
required to save the LP
from obscurity.
Oble's not worried and,
In fact he is pretty sure of
himself "I am very
confident that I'll make
it. I know I will be

6th June, 1970
2

1

3

2

4

5
9

.7

-

II

9

4

10

6

-

-

-

-

5th June. 1965
I
Long Live Love Sandie Shaw
2' 2 Where Are Ion Now My Love?

-

- Jackie
Trent
The Seekers
3. 4 A World Of Our Own
4 . 3 True Love Ways - Peter and Gordon
The Rock in' Berries
5 A Poor ?tan's Son
Marianne Faithful)
6 6 This Little Bird
Shirley Ellis
7
10 The Clapping Song
Burl Rachararh
A 12 Trains. Boats and Planes
9
.: King Of The Road - Roger Miller
The Beatles
10
7 Ticket To R ide
1

-

-

-

-

-

4th June,

successful soon - maybe
not, this year but In the
near future."
ALAN FRANCIS

I

I

2

2

3

4

4

7
5

5
6
7

Sensational prize

6
111

3
9 15
III 9
6

19611

-

The Everly Brothers
Cradle Of Love - Johnny Preston
Shazam - Duane Eddy
Handy Man Jimmy Jones
Brenda Lee
Sweet Nothln's
ThreeSithm Tol leaven - Eddie Cochran
Mama/ Rohot Man Connie Fra iris
Someone Else's Baby.- Adam Faith
Lonnie Donegan
I Wanna C,o Home
Steve Lawrence
Footsteps
Ca thy's Clown

-

-

-

-

OWEN MOTT winner of Record Mirror's Sensational
^w'
Band competition took his brother Eric
nub him when lie ow. --a o.e Rand for dinner at the
Cunard Hotel before the Sensate
gig at
Hammersmith Odeon on May 24. In fact Owen and 1tn
spent more or less a working day with Alex. They
arrived at the Odeon in a limousine (Owen on left)
joined the Band for their sound check. held Alex what
they thought of the stage
lay -out, amt then joined
him to eat. They finally

"---

-

-n.

4

relaxed at a koncert
which they afterwards
described in one word

"GREAT"

Sgmu1

Question The Moody Blues
Glen Campbell
Honey Come Rack
Daughter Of Darkness - Tom Jones
Everything Is Beautiful Ray Stevens
Oroovin' With Mr Bloe - Mr Rise
ABC The Jackson
Spirit In The Sky Norman Greenbaum
Up The Ladder To The Roof - The Supremos

6 12
7 13
A

-

Yellow River Christie
Back Home- England World Cup

3

1

-

Alex and his Sensation
al Band, by the way, have

aM-

just won the 'Montreux
Jazz Festival's Prix
Dianarnl for best rock
album between March
1974 and March 1975 with
The Impossible Dream.

F9

'

Into the
dare -devil
supersphere
...

THIS, IS
Superkld,
ill - year - old William
Reiton, one of the stars in
a new West End Melaka
a comic strip rock SENSATIONAL ALEX HA AVE V AND WINNERS
extravaganza set in the
dam devil superspbere story nf_ Cupid and drama. All except
and based on the ancient
Psyche.
Soulfriend are members
Music 20 songs In all of the Wright family
comes ,from former suddenly transported to
Cockney Rebel star, the world of superstars by
Milton Reams -dames, in a magical controller.
a zap -pow, sct.fi romp,
Futuristic costumes,
American accents, and a
Using shoots to catapult whole bunch of good
use cast into the various
songs from the three piece
on stage confrontations
band
a ho play on stage
and the sort of lighting
led by Reams -Janes
effects that would shame all Combine to snake this
any rock Concert, the the most exciting Idea
Godmother (Venus) Colo
since Jesus Christ Supernet Blond (Man), Super - star.
kid (cupid), The Freak
Author Richardt Crane
(Antes) and Sulfriend once again delivers a
(Psyche) act out their telling plot acceptable W
lanuly drama. For in this holh the kids It wax aimed
WILLIAM RELTON
production it is a family at and the' :adults who are

-

-

-

shooing increasing inter eat Ills punchy comic
strip dialogue in the voice

only part of The
Controller. keeps

the

action speeding along,
while on stage Tamara
Udine, shines in the part
of Sou rrknd ( Psyche ).
They need a bigger

stage, much better
singing. and ultinriely
retie

more dy,va

produc

don, but the signs are that
Ven

amt

Supeid wil

deftnitly outlive Iu

Rve

run at nM
Theatre For Young
weekus

People at
Tow ire.

the Arts

Peter Harvey
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TF.E SHIRTS. Specialty

-1

JOHN RUSSELL

printed for discos,

4127.

groups, clubs, promotions, advertising. etc.
Send stamp for details
Multi Screen Services,
Southtll Road, Chatham,
Kent

PERSONAL NOTEPA
PER 100 printed: 100

RANTED

,

(17-19), any nationality.

London area please,
photo appreciated.
Owen, 171 High Road,
Tottenham, London, N15.

NEWSPAPER CUT.

TINOS of Helen Shapiro
from 1985 onwardsDetaUs: Bob Brightman,

-

,

Hartlepool, Cleveland.
IAN, 29, single, 5ft 101n,
shy, sensitive, good
waking, wants to meet
attractive single girL
Phone 051-424 3879 (Widnes. Cheshire).

-

EXCITENGI DIFFER.
ENTI The best services
for Dating / Penfriends or

-

Songwriting

Romance or Marriage.
Thousands of members
all ages. England and
abroad.
For tree
details sent SAE to:
74 Amhurst
W F. E.
Park, London,

-

ESTABLISH YOUR-

SELF In songwriling.
Details: B.C. M. Leeber
Music, London, WC1V
6XX.
Ll'RIC W RITF.RS re-

ED urgently; an ages,
S.a.e. to: Pen Society,
( N38).Chaiey, Lance.
PAINTING OF Your
favourite pop star. Send
s.a.e. for full details.
Joe Hermon, 28, LItUeworth Road, Bromley,
High Wycombe, Bucks.
SHY NORTHAMPTON
guy, 29, seeks girl living
anywhere for steady

-

YOUNG GUY, 18, seeks
girlfriend to write / meet,
Manc''ester area. Photo
appr. 'hatedBox
numbe. 185R.

Marston Gardena.

e

PENFRIENDS WANT

-

'POSTAL FRIENDSHIP
CLUB. Private in.

sincere relationship. Box
Number 284R.

FELLAS, ARE

you

e

bore? Unsuccessful with

women?

Lack chárm,

personality, wit,

conpostal

fidence? Unique
course can help! S.A.E.
to REF, (RM), 5,
RUPERT COURT, LON,
DON WI.

oductions arranged by
ANNA MARIE. Infor all ages.
troductions oppositions
qul red by recordingpost
Stamp
for details to sex. Sincere and conDetails confidence
company.
to: Miss fiden tie l, nationwide
(SAE): Robert Noakes,Chidgey, 12//A39,
Keys service. Free details.
30 Sneyd Hall RISad,
Avenue, Bristol, BST 58R, Queens Road,
Blofch.
xw
Staffordshire.
Buckhurst Hill, Essex.
SONGWRMNG MAGA"WANTED FOR good
7JNE. free from InterfriJANESCOTTforgenuopintroductions
nee
looking guy, lonely, aged
national Songwriting AS. Nosite
sex with sincerity
18, a girl friend 18 - 19,
social Ion (Ron; New ansslte
and thoughtfulness, De - must be nice looking,
Street Llmertcla
Street.
free.cott,
Stamp to sincere and live around
.MUSIC TO L1'RIOS. tails
Jane
rRM
North
Wakefield or Pontefract,
Marketing service.
Quadrant. Bright - Yorkshire. A photo would
SAE to Donovan Meher, oSmoot,
Sussex, BNI
'
be appreciated, all
Excel House, Wllltcombe BEAUTIFUL
GIRLSJ.
genuine letters will be
Street, London, WC2- fo
into alt continents
answered, Please write:
correspond - Eddy Raddings Jnr., 16
arip,
LYRICS SET to music by Interesting
once,
even
Storegate Drive, Pontefmarriage.p. Detailsfriendship.' and ract, West Yorkshire."
104 Kew Bridge Court.
sample photoslifree. x
.ALONE?
MEET new
London, W'4Hermes, Berlin, 11, Box
friends of the opposite
LYRICS WANTED' by 110660/RM, Germany.
sex. Inexpensive, conmusic publishing house.
I'HOTODATES. YOU fidential service.
11 St Albans Avenue,
choose from hundreds.
Write: Countrywide In!. 1don, W4.
for gfree details:
troductions, 67 / - NR,
ATTENTION LYRIC SAE
CEI(RM), 3ManorRoad, Slantgate, Klrkburlon,
WRITERS/. Stake the Romford, Essex.
. Huddersfield.
most .f your material.
ARE YOU ADVENTURLONELY BOY, 17%
Deta4ls (SAE); Glovers.
OUS? If so you can make
seeks girl for genuine
343 Regent Street / Lon
-exciting new friends.
friendship." Photo if
on. 1V]R8PN
Write SIM Compute-possible. Maidstone

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

'exng

Dating fRj3 L31

re

ul

v

.onº

-Society,
European Friendship
Burnley.

ewwends!
and
a,

e

o

Europe'smosto

compote,

ir.

.teRne
IRM` 23 AbmOdon Road
London Wa.ol urmw.
co

Dutch,

-

ALAN, MALE, seeks girl
in London. about 23

- Phone
DON'T BE LONELY?
years.

9482321.

introductions.
friendship / marriage,

Genuine

- Details
?SAE I: Elite Bureau,
EILnfidentiaL

243

Regent

Street,

London,

W1R SPN

ALONE( MEET new
friends of the opposite
Inexpensive, con-

sex

fidential service.

09

Queen's Road, Reading.
PENFRIENDS AT home
and abroad, all ages.
Send SAE for free details

Personal
4.e

'

-

-

PALS anywhere. . Send
SAE for free details

-

Teenage Club, Falcon
House. Burnley.
E LONELY
IF
not oin,the Fast
then
hen
Date Bureau. Send a sae
to Fast Date Bureau, 41,
Tennyson Road, Chelmsford, Essex.
HOWARD OF WIMBLEDON. "Lindy Helen."
Remember Mandy Glitter? "Waterway Beau

ty"? Llangelien

Please contact.

1974.

Box

Number 280R.

GIRL PENPAL wanted
by male (26). Varied
interests, Box Number

Huddersfield.

281R.

l

Special Notice
-

NOW FROM CRS: Solar
power units to generate

TEENAGERS! PEN -.free electricity, complete

Write' Countrywide In-

rlroductions, 67/NR,
Slantgate, Klrkburlon,

area. Box Number 279R.

visual charge indication.
We also have a range of
low and high power

broadcast transmitters.

CoU rn-

me rclalu Radio Services,
117 Hazlebury Road,

Fulham, London,
2LX.

Printing
T-SHIRTS and promotional items printed.
Your designs for discos,

clubs, groups. PersonSAE,
alised singles.
Chromaline Ltd, 9 Slydar
Strand, Gravesend, DA12
4LP.

i

VI] SMALLS --order

EM
LL. PENERIEHOS. SITUATIONS VACANT
RECORpS SOP SALE INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
y.wM aMouosen.",s
SOIA5 Ed11PMENT and

alo

SW8

-

462

plain, 11.50, Letterheads,
cards, etc. Stump for
Edprint
samples ' list.
Gordon Road, Yarmouth.
Norfolk,

-

member the "Pop
Pirates", Caroline, London, 270/355/390,, City,

Advertising medium.

-

From £8.90 per 1,000.
SAE for sample: Moordale Mall Order Supplies

(RM3) 68 Woodcot Avenue, Bandon, Shipley,
West Yorks.

record-

-

Felpham, Nr

Road,

T,üition

Bognor Regis, Sussex.
MEBO 2. Sent 75p for
coiounphoto In Rotterdam
83 Green.
Harbour.
oaks, Lancing, Sussex.

-

m

pear Eowome/A

also

NsW

.. AWum
Newew, and IM Carolnn mourn
5

Sod

Page

CAROLINE
AMIGO

SHIP,

THE

SOUL r ROCK
singles. Ex disco collection, S. A. E. 188, Bricknell Avenue, Hull.
DISCO SINGLES in-

MI

Send 2So PO/Cheºue,o
Radio Gals.. 0.0,. RM
ºo, 400, kings LAnºley

PO

cluding many

Henlondshhe

All

titles.

recent
or E

N
20p each

or

condition.
for [1. 00. S.A.E.. for list
to Disco Sale. PO Box 23,
Hitchin, Herts.
EX JUKE BOX Records.

Sound Equipment
MIXER CONTROL unit.
Facilities for 20 channel
in 3 groups. Controls for

Unplayed

S.A.E. lists

foldback, etc. No
amplifiers available. De
livery free within 100
miles of Southampton.
C200 ono.- 32 SONG
"JUKE box" tape player,
echo,

ford Street,
Dorset,

ASSORTED 45's, unplayed, 100 only L8.99, 50
£4.50. P.D.L. / C. S. 63,
Bassett Green Close

on lie tape,
unrecorded, automatic
rewind, facilities (le deck,
drive and head, but no
tape) for tape loop In rear
of unit. Unfortunately no
information avialable.
Tel. after 5
£25 ono.
pm. Fawley (0703)

played

Southampton.

EX

JUKE

-

BOX

RECORDS, unplayed singles. S.A.E. lists, 47,
Chelmsford Street, Weymouth, Dorset.
STAX OF TRAX Singles,

-

P.'s from 20p S.A.E.
Borth Farm, Bontddu,
L.

892848.

:

Dolgellau, Gwynedd.

YESTERPLAYSI SINMobile Discos
- GLES and albums.
S.A.E. Huge Lists: P.
SUPERSOUND muffle for Stevens, 77a, Gaisford
Phone St., Kentish Town,
all occasions.

-

Dave 01-855 5830.
M. F. S. MELVIN'S funk
studio, for your soul and
funky parties. The best In
Melvins Funky entertainTel. 99 0292.
ment.
DJ DISCO 454 9812.

London, N. W. 5 2EE.
SOUL, POP singles from
5p for list, send large

-

s.a.e.

Soulscene,

88

Stafford Street, SL
George's, Telford, Shropshire.

- PAIL'S DISCO / Light
Shot. Competitive rates.
-DAVE
Ruislip
JANSEN -

PASTBLASTERS! 2,000
available. S.A.E.
24

-

Southwalk, Middleton,

72990.

01999

Sussex.

CLIFF RICHARD com-

4010.

WRAP AROUND JOY.
We're something newPhone 01-800 8586 or 9534.

plete singles auction 1958 1974.
S. A. E. Cliff R

-

-

Auction, 78'Blrchfield
JOHN RUSSELL. All Road,' Kidderminster,
Ring now!
Worcs. DY1]8PG.
occasions.

-

adoe

Ft

advertisement rates

(

/1

ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING.
insertion's( ccommencingwit he fast available

l value
C

.

to cover

rust and

.i M tUwrMd

ALL NM SMALLS moat

T

111

a,reszesvassa

French pen friends same
age, male or female.
Box Number 2778.
BOY AGED 15, seeks pen
friends, boys and girls (12
17).
Box Number

-

-

2838.

Hainault Road, Romford,
Telephone
Essex.
Romford 24821,
MARC BOLAN and Bruce

-

Lee posters, v. g. G Also

-

various Items.
T

S. A. E.
Cowie Road, Bannock-

burn, Stirlingshlre. Scot.
land.

lighting Eqúipment

M

channel

3

1500W 019.50; 3000W
228.71; I Channel 1000W
L10.4í 35; STROBES: 1
Joulle 221.4: £27; 15.0241.

PROJECTORS I50W
127.80; Rainbow sequencers from 227; U. V.
Llghtsbumper catalogue,
A ARV AK electronics. 98a
(R), West Green Road,
London N16 5NS. 08. 800 8856.

SOUNDLIGHT con-

3 channel 1500W
3000W 128.75; 1

verters,
C19.60:

Channel 1000W £10.4; 36;

STROBES:

Joulle

1

227; 15.1 245 etc.
Call or catalogues sent.

-

C21.4;

Aarvak Electronics. 995
(R). West Green Road,
London, NIB INS.

08 - 800

r'

Disco insurance

Jobs
I. D,E.A. (U.K.-) require
top D.J.'s for Scandinavia and topless and
normal go go dancers for

all' European Countries,
good pay and working
Conditions with an agency
of high repute.
Contact

-

Bob Deena on 0703
73, ext.

-

4460

G.

BOWIE

-

petitions, and many
special features.

S. A.

E.

for entry form, "Big
Brother", 57, Buckhurst
Avenue, Carshalton, Sur-

rey, SM5 1MZ.
MUSIC FANS Pen friends
S. A. E.
10
Charlton Road, Tetbury,
Glos.
LENA ZAVARONI fan
club, c/0 Maurice Dale, 20
Shfield Road. Wynmondham, Norfolk, NR189AY,

-

Club,

COVER for ah your disco
equipment and records
whether on the road, at a
gig or in your unattended

vehicle. Arranged

in

association with Lloyds of
London.
Tel. Jayne

Squire's

Roger

Disco

Insurance, 01.722 8111.

TAILOR

HUNTER

SPIDERS all
in ONE new style club,
monthly mags. comRONSON

COMPREHENSIVE

DJ Jingles

Fan Clubs

MADE JING-

LES featuring your own
name puts real sparkle
Into your show. Wide

range available. Top
studio quality, low cost!
Tel. Jayne, Roger

-Squire's (DJ Studios)

01

Radio DJ Courses
RADIO DJ COURSES
held weekly at our SL

John's Wood Studio

Don't miss your chance
with Commercial Radio
Tel. Jayne, Roger
Squire's (DJ Studies), 01 -

-

THIRST NO LIN CLUB
LIRE TIE GUTS AND DOLLS

DJ Studios

FAN CLUB

sod SAE

lo. ,4M.

P.

.

Ashland Road

one name

send for

FREE CATALOGUE and
see for 'yourself. Discoppower, 50 Ringwood
Hill. Newport, Gwent.

RADIO AUDITION

TAPES. Special rate for
Mts. only £8 per hour.
Further information, Tel.
Wayne, Roger Squire's
(D.J. Studios). 01 - 722

-

COMPLETE
DISCO UNITS
AT COMPETITIVE

PRICES

NEWNAN AUDIO
52

RosI,ed

Rood

Ill

- London
Telephone 01.134 40e4

MUSHROOM DISCO CENTRE
To CLASSIFIED AD.
DEPT
RECORD MIRROR

BENWELL ROAD
LONDON N77AS

1

----Tel: 01.807

6411

NAME

.

ADDRESS

IRM smalls
Mr

BIG

results

r
-

-

722 8111.

722 8111.

al service-

adM..M

y -

8856.

choice, value. and person-

MG. enrol. column men

loll -.n,..

Street, Loughborough,
Leicestershire. LE11
lEB.
GIRL IT. English seeks

you'd be crazy to miss!
Nobody can beat us for

SEMI OISPLI1y ADVERTISING

Ins

-

Falconeroft Limited,

VERTERS,

MENT The

N so,od P,-n..a

-

SOUNDLIGHT CON

DISCOTHEQUE EQUIP-

NUMBERS Ace.,,w wads M.2 n sew.. Toe
Ron., M em w.M..n vwO, he ame,.d ono

bob ,o

29y, 090

8111 -

BOX

5,

-

20p Mu/peter? 49 Grove
Lane. Couisdon.
TOP 20 magnetic Indicator boards, complete
with 1,0011 characters.

Disco Equipment

WORD

SERIES DISCOUNTS

-

sex.

made payable to RECORD MIRROR

.weds n BOLO EACE Ivor Men ro,, mol
1. PEO WORD EXTRA

GI

LP's. Send your list for
an immediate cash offer.
Marsh, 383A, Kenton
Road, Kenton,. Middle-

A.hlond Cmnman
MNdlaae. Owls tUE
WBNeT M.COMOº

-

..r,.crlMnn

-,

Lancaster Court, Ful-

ham, London SW8.
CASH PAID for your
unwanted singles and

9

WORD

RECORD MMROR and
an% day s

British or
import. Box Number.
DIANAS WORLD wanted. Will pay up to £4,
Urgent. Paul Kenny, 46.

Jewel and

~now sOwRnS4raLNTs -anew n.ad,N
NW

(Queen) 25p.

Me.

form

SRCIAL NOTKVS, PERSONAS TUNTON. RECORDING
PER

6

singles.
ChelmsWeymouth,

S.,.Ihe,r,a,
.,

KEEP yourself. alive

47,

WORD

So POR

BLANK CASSETTE

Penfriends

TAMLA

Chan
PLUS A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE

FIRMER SHAPIRO scrap
book cuttings, photo.
graphs, programmes etc
S. A. E. Harry Monrfson,
In, Salisbury Avenue,

Barking, Easex.

- -

wen Lo Grnbavºf
aF Slewan Hen , Cay,oi'E
5,01, Ashton and Hallam, an
Cro s , plus ,arks on Caochan
Ware
Racine and M,d

For Sale

TAPES, C60

Records Wanted

-

SCRIPT RADIO GUIDE
June ednon. on sale now.

Rww. _ Osrome
,a

pool.

GUITAR TUITION. Day- GIRL FRIEND wanted,
time / evening 595 8389.
feminine. Any age from
Also easy gultar'method 14 to 25, photo please.
by post available.
mine by return. 1 am a
Allan Warner, 87 Deans, young bloke who would
Lane, Edgware, Middx, love to see you.
Box
HA8 9PH.
Number 276R Hurry.
FEMALE 44 wants pen
friends, both sexes. Miss
Records For Sale
Irene James, 10, Cross

h In,

Annals

-

condition,

GROUPS, DISCOS, ETC.
Circular self-adheelve stickers for hand-outs- Fine

ings.
Send 20, P/O to:
PL Tapes, 38 Outerwyke

P."

hit singles required. Good

OFFSHORE RADIO. Re-

offshore radio

67

LINDA SCOTT American

Services

Box Number 278R,
OUT NOW 1975 PL tapes
catalogue. Packed with

/

RO

01-986 2.829/ 2991.

free Rodio

-

-

s. a, e.

74,

Western Road, Hove
Brighton.
FROM 20p.
L.
Singles from 5p. Large
Lists "Pat" 47
$ a.e
Iwrbreck Avenue, Black-

DISCOTHEQUES. ANY
TIME / ANYWHERE.

Send SAE
Essex, etc.
for lists of photographs:

CII A RTBUS TERS 11954

NMI I NCR1: DI Hun
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCRF,IIIBLF.
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS I NICHED' tux
DISCOTI I F.QUES
01.98 9755
SOU

-

LONELY COLOURED
guy (18), seeks girlfriend

-

193 Kentish Town Road, London PINS
DISCO UNITS from £77.50
LIGHT SHOW PROJECTORS from f18
Open Mon Sat 10 am 6 pm
showroom.
Visit our
Nearest lobe: Kentish Town
free mail order catalogue
for
our
Send now

L
Kent
by Iarktleld W'ebOfhe4 Cirkfleid, Maidstone,
Published by Spud ght Publications Ltd., Spotlight House, Bennett Road, London, N7 TAX and printed

-

